East London Waste Authority
NOTICE OF MEETING
Monday, 03 December 2012 – Town Hall, Barking - 09.30 am
Members
Councillor M McCarthy (Chairman), Councillor I Corbett, Councillor R Crawford,
Councillor S Kelly, Councillor Sue Nolan (Vice Chairman), Councillor E Obasohan,
Councillor B Tebbutt, Councillor V Tewari.
Declaration of Members Interest
In accordance with the Constitution, Members are asked to declare any personal or
prejudicial interest they may have in any matter which is to be considered at this
meeting.
Paul Taylor
Managing Director

23/11/12

Tel: 020 8724 5750
E-mail: paul.taylor@eastlondonwaste.gov.uk

AGENDA
1.

Apologies for absence

Items for decision
2.

Minutes – To confirm as correct the minutes of the meeting held on 17
September 2012 (pages 1 - 4)

3.

Programme of Meetings 2013/2014 (pages 5 - 8)

4.

Annual Audit Letter 2011/12 (pages 9 - 14)

5.

Annual Budget and Service Delivery Plan (IWMS) (verbal update)

6.

Review of Contract Monitoring (pages 15 - 28)

Items for information
7.

Budgetary Control to 31 October 2012 (pages 29 - 32)

8.

Treasury Management & Mid-Year Strategy Review 2012/13 (pages 33 - 38)

9.

Financial Projection and Budget Strategy: 2013/14 to 2015/16 (pages 39 - 48)

10. Contract Monitoring to 30 September 2012 (pages 49 - 54)
11. Review of Corporate Risk Register (pages 55 - 62)
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12. Dates of next meetings:
Dependent upon the decision taken at Agenda Item 3.
13. Any other public items which the Chair decides are urgent.
14. To consider whether it would be appropriate to pass a resolution pursuant to
Section 100A (4) of the Local Government Act 1972.
Confidential Business
The public and press have a legal right to attend ELWA meetings except
where business is confidential or certain other sensitive information is to be
discussed. The items below relate to the business affairs of third parties
and are, therefore, exempt under (of paragraph 3 of Part I of Schedule 12A
of the Local Government Act 1972 as amended).
Confidential items for decision
None
Confidential items for information
15. Commercial Waste – Budgetary Impact (pages 63 – 66)
This report has been restricted to Members and specific officers only.
16. Value for Money & Contract Renegotiation (pages 67 – 70)
This report has been restricted to Members and specific officers only.
17. ELWA Ltd Agenda (pages 71 – 113)
This report has been restricted to Members and specific officers only.
18. Any other confidential or exempt items which the Chairman decides are urgent
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AUTHORITY MINUTES: MONDAY 17 SEPTEMBER 2012 (9.30AM – 11.22AM)
Present: Councillor M McCarthy (Chairman), Councillor S Kelly, Councillor I Corbett, Councillor
E. Obasohan, Councillor S Nolan, Councillor B Tebbutt and Councillor V Tewari.
Guest attendance: Ciaran McLaughlin, Matt Williams (PricewaterhouseCoopers)
14.

Apologies for Absence
Councillor R. Crawford (apologies for lateness from Councillor S. Nolan & Cllr S Kelly)

15.

Declaration of Members’ Interests
None declared.

16.

Statement of accounts and Auditor’s report 2011/12
The Chairman welcomed the External Auditors to the meeting.
Members agreed to accept the late submission of Appendix A for the reasons set out in
the Supplementary document. The Finance Director presented his report together with
the Statement of Accounts for 2011/12 and Auditor’s Report.
He advised that the
External Auditors were currently planning to provide an unqualified opinion and
certificate, without any major issues being raised, in respect of the review and audit of
the Accounts for the year ended 31 March 2012. He added that the accounts reflected
information provided to Members last year and were consistent with the outturn report.
The External Auditors confirmed there were at present no matters of substance on which
to report and there were no recommendations to consider. The ISO 260 report sets out
findings from the work undertaken so far and they confirmed there were currently no
significant issues or concerns in respect of asset valuations or budget. An unqualified
opinion and certificate was expected to be provided.
Members discussed the asset valuation relating to ELWA’s redundant machinery and the
auditors confirmed the accounts correctly included all the main assets.
The managing director explained that ownership of the boxes, formerly used to transport
waste at the railhead and no longer used, was uncertain.
Solicitors for both the
Authority and Shanks were resolving the position and drafting a contract variation to
formally close the railhead. Once agreed, the value of the assets would be realised and
apportioned accordingly.
Members also asked for clarification of the unqualified opinion relating to value for money
and whether this provided assurance that the contract with Shanks represented value for
money. The Auditors confirmed that providing an opinion on this was outside the scope
of their work.
The Finance Director confirmed the Value for Money opinion was in relation to ELWA’s
financial and operational management procedures, which were found to be effective. If
required, a report could be provided on the options and costs of a value for money
review relating to the contract but this would need separate consideration.
Members noted and approved the Statement of Accounts and Auditor’s Report 2011/12
and also agreed to receive a report about a value for money review of the contract. Also,
Members asked to receive a copy of the asset register.
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External Audit Plan 2011/12
The External Auditor provided a summary of the External Audit Plan 2011/12.
Members noted the report and anticipated fees and agreed the External Audit plan.
Members thanked the Auditor for the work undertaken on the accounts and for
presenting his report. The Auditors attended for these items only.

18.

Minutes – To confirm as correct the minutes of the meeting held on 14 May
2012
Members confirmed as correct the minutes of the Authority meeting on 14 May 2012

19.

Delegation of Household Hazardous Waste Disposal Power to City of London
The Monitoring Officer presented his report. He explained how the agreement with the
City of London fits with the contract ELWA has with Shanks. He confirmed Members
were being asked to formalise arrangements that had been in place for a number of
years and that there are no additional financial implications for the Authority.
Members agreed that the Authority’s waste disposal function with respect to the
disposal of Household Hazardous Waste as defined by law and covered by the London
wide Household Hazardous Waste Collection and Disposal Service agreement (HWCDSA)
with the City of London, be undertaken and performed by the City of London for the
duration of the HWCDSA.

20.

Budgetary Control to 31 August 2012
Members received the Finance Director’s report and confirmation that the end of year
projections were broadly in line with expectations but pressures may arise due to
increased tonnages and decreased diversion from landfill. When the levy was set last
year there were projected increases for next year of up to 10% and different scenarios
for future years. The levy was contained after that by using various initiatives several of
which were one off in nature. He added that as the contract makes up 95% of what is
spent, it is important costs are challenged with the Contractor.
An opinion was
expressed that the priority must be for no or the lowest possible increase in the annual
levy next year.
Members discussed whether the amount of waste generated from the Olympic and
Paralympic Games in Newham met expectations. Members were advised the figures
needed finalising but the London Borough of Newham would cover the full costs of this
waste.
Members noted the report.

21.

Contract Monitoring to 31 July 2012
The Head of Operations presented his usual monitoring report containing details of
contract performance for July 2012 and apportionment of recycling and diversion.
Members were concerned about Shanks’ performance in terms of their SRF off-take
contracts and their differing explanations over time for the reductions in off-take.
Members noted the report.
Members raised the issue of Shanks’ press announcements about their contracts with
Bedford Borough Council and Central Bedfordshire Council for processing household
‘black bag’ waste at Frog Island. Officers indicated that ELWA became aware of this by
reading the trade press and, when challenged, Shanks had provided an apology together
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with assurance that there will be no detrimental effects to ELWA’s contract.
Members discussed robustly the potential impact on the ELWA contract and how diverted
and landfilled waste is apportioned between ELWA and other waste processed on a
commercial basis. The table at Agenda page 38 (para 5.6) explained how commercial
waste is calculated and charged.
Members felt Shanks should be made aware of their robust discussions and the Managing
Director agreed to prepare a special report to be circulated to Members by mid-October.
22.

Dates of next meeting
Members noted the dates of future meetings.

23.

Private Business
Members resolved to exclude the public and press from the remainder of the meeting by
reason of the nature of the business to be discussed which included information exempt
from publication by virtue of paragraph 3 of Part 1 of Schedule 12A to the Local
Government At 1972 (as amended).

24.

Update on Closed Landfill Sites
The Head of Operations presented his report and commented that the aim of the report
was to bring together previously agreed reports on the marketing and sale of the closed
landfill sites and to confirm Members’ intentions. The four closed landfill sites referred to
are Gerpins Lane, Wennington Farm, Hall Farm and Aveley 1.
Members suggested officers look into the redesignation of the land at Wennington Farm
in the Thurrock Local Development Framework, as this may help to increase its value.
Officers confirmed any sale would include a clawback clause to ensure ELWA benefited
from any future change of use designation. The Chairman said he would raise the matter
with the joint Chief Executive of Barking & Dagenham and Thurrock when he met him
later in the day.
Members agreed to the recommendations set out at 2.1 a) to 2.1 i) of the report.
Members noted the recommendations set out at 2.2 and 2.3.
The Monitoring Officer added a recommendation to delegate authority to the Managing
Director to conclude the sales.
Members agreed authority be delegated to the Managing Director, in consultation with
the Chairman, the Finance Director and the Monitoring Officer/Legal Adviser, to negotiate
and agree all necessary terms, legal agreements and ancillary documentation to fully
implement and effect the proposals in recommendations 2.1 a) to i).

25.

ELWA Ltd Agenda
Members noted this document.

Minutes agreed as a true record.
Chairman: ………………………………..
Date:

………………………………..
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AUTHORITY REPORT: PROGRAMME OF MEETINGS 2013-2014
1.

Confidential Report

1.1 No
2.

Recommendation:

2.1 Members are asked to:
a) agree the Authority meeting dates for the year 2013/14; and
b) note the change of dates for two meetings that have previously been agreed.
3. Purpose
3.1 To consider and agree the schedule of meetings for the Authority meetings for
the period to June 2014.
4.

Background

4.1 This programme is based around specific dates by which ELWA is either legally or
contractually required to approve key matters, as referred to below. The
schedule of meetings has been revised to take account of:
a) finance and accounting deadlines;
b) the timing of member appointments to ELWA by the constituent councils;
c) organisational and operational peaks and troughs; and
d) a better spread of meetings across the year.
4.2 The proposed schedule of meetings results in an average gap between meetings
of between eight and ten weeks.
5.

6.

Current agreed dates of Authority meetings
04/02/2013

Approval of annual Levy (required by 15/02/2013)

13/05/2013

Annual General Meeting

Proposed dates of Authority meetings
11/02/2013

Approval of annual Levy (required by 15/02/13)

15/04/2013

Workshop

24/06/2013

Annual General Meeting

09/09/2013 Approval of Annual Governance Report & Statement of Accounts
(required by 30/09/13)
25/11/2013 Budget strategy & approval of IWMS Contract Annual Budget &
Service Delivery Plan (required by 30/11/13)
10/02/2014

Approval of annual Levy (required by 15/02/14)

14/04/2014

Workshop

23/06/2014

(Annual General Meeting)

6.1 At the meeting of the Authority in September 2012, mention was made of the
need for Members to receive more timely information, rather than waiting until
the next Authority meeting. In response to this, and to reflect the proposed
changes to the contract monitoring regime, Members will receive an expanded
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monthly bulletin. This will include information about the actual and projected
performance, relevant news and other matters relating to ELWA.
6.2 As happens now, the chair, vice-chair and ELWA Ltd ‘A’ director will be invited to
attend a monthly briefing based on the information provided in the bulletin.
7.

Authority meetings venue

7.1 Authority meetings will continue to be hosted by constituent councils and start at
9.30 am on the above dates.
8.

Management Board meetings

8.1 It is usual practice for ELWA Management Board meetings to be held a fortnight
prior to the Authority dates. Therefore, the following dates reflect the proposals
above for the Authority meetings.
9.

Current agreed dates of Management Board meetings
21/01/2013
29/04/2013

10. Proposed dates of Management Board meetings
28/01/2013
02/04/2013 (Tuesday, as Monday is a public holiday)
10/06/2013
27/08/2013 (Tuesday, as Monday is a public holiday)
11/11/2013
27/01/2014
31/03/2014
02/06/2014
11. Management Board Meetings venue
11.1 It is proposed to continue to hold all Management Board meetings at the offices
of the Authority.
12. Conclusion
12.1 The revised schedule of meetings fulfils our obligations and better meets the
needs of the Authority.
13. Relevant officer:
Shirley-Ann Gray / e-mail Shirley.gray@eastlondonwaste.gov.uk / 020 8724 5803
14. Appendices attached:
None
15. Background Papers:
28/11/11 – Programme of Meetings Report- & Minute No. 44/2011
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16. Legal Considerations:
16.1 The Legal Adviser has been consulted in the preparation of this report and
confirms there are no legal implications to highlight.
17. Financial Considerations:
17.1 The report highlights dates for Authority meetings where key documents such as
ELWA’s Levy and the Statement of Accounts need to be agreed by the Authority.
It is important to ensure that Authority meetings are held on or around these
proposed dates so that the Authority meets key financial statutory deadlines.
18. Performance Management Considerations:
None
19. Risk Management Considerations:
Not Applicable
20. Follow-up Reports:
None
21. Websites and e-mail links for further information:
None
22. Glossary:
Constituent Councils = the London Boroughs of Barking & Dagenham, Havering,
Newham and Redbridge
ELWA = East London Waste Authority
23. Approved by Management Board:
12 November 2012
24. Confidentiality:
Not applicable
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AUTHORITY REPORT: ELWA ANNUAL AUDIT LETTER 2011/12
1.

Confidential Report

1.1

No

2.

Recommendation:

2.1

Members are asked to note the report.

3.

Purpose

3.1

The External Auditor’s Annual Audit Letter, attached at Appendix A, is presented to
Members for information. The purpose of the letter is to provide a high level summary of
the results of the 2011/12 external audit work undertaken at ELWA.

4.

Findings

4.1

The External Auditors are required by the Code of Audit Practice to produce a separate
Annual Audit letter.

4.2

Members will recall from the meeting in September 2012 that the External Auditors
issued their ISA260 report, which noted that ELWA had been issued with an unqualified
set of financial statements and Value for Money conclusion.

4.3

The difference between the ISA260 report and the Annual Audit Letter is that the latter
document can contain recommendations for improvement. However, we are pleased to
state that there are no recommendations in this year’s report.

5.

Relevant officer:

Geoff Pearce Director / e-mail: finance@eastlondonwaste.gov.uk / 020 8708 3588
6.

Appendices attached:

Appendix A – 2011/12 Annual Audit Letter
7.

Background Papers:

None
8.

Legal Considerations:

None
9.

Financial Considerations:

As outlined in this report
10.

Performance Management Considerations:

None
11.

Risk Management Considerations:

None
12.

Previous Reports:

None
13.

Follow-up Reports:

None
14.

Websites and e-mail links for further information:

None
15.

Glossary:

ISA = International Standards on Auditing
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Approved by Management Board:

12 November 2012
17.

Confidentiality:

Not applicable
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Government and Public Sector

East London Waste
Authority
Annual Audit Letter
2011/12 Audit
October 2012
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Introduction
The purpose of this letter
This letter is a public document which summarises the results of our 2011/12 audit for members of the Authority
and other stakeholders. It is designed to report the most significant findings from our audit for the authority.
We have already reported the detailed findings from our audit work to those charged with governance in the
following reports:
•
•
•

Audit Plan for the 2011/12 Statement of Accounts audit;
Audit report for the 2011/12 Statement of Accounts, incorporating the value for money conclusion; and
Report to those charged with Governance (ISA (UK&I) 260)

Scope of work
The Authority is responsible for preparing and publishing its Statement of Accounts, accompanied by the Annual
Governance Statement. It is also responsible for putting in place proper arrangements to secure economy,
efficiency and effectiveness in its use of resources.
Our 2011/12 audit work has been undertaken in accordance with the Audit Plan that we issued in June 2012 and is
conducted in accordance with the Audit Commission’s Code of Audit Practice, International Standards on Auditing
(UK and Ireland) and other guidance issued by the Audit Commission.
We met our responsibilities as follows:
Audit responsibility
Perform an audit of the accounts in accordance with the
Auditing Practice Board’s International Standards on
Auditing (ISAs (UK&I)).

Report to the National Audit Office on the accuracy of
the consolidation pack the Authority is required to
prepare for the Whole of Government Accounts.
Form a conclusion on the arrangements the Authority
has made for securing economy, efficiency and
effectiveness in its use of resources.
Consider the completeness of disclosures in the
Authority’s annual governance statement, identify any
inconsistencies with the other information of which we
are aware from our work and consider whether it
complies with CIPFA / SOLACE guidance.
Consider whether, in the public interest, we should
make a report on any matter coming to our notice in
the course of the audit.
Determine whether any other action should be taken in
relation to our responsibilities under the Audit
Commission Act.
Issue a certificate that we have completed the audit in
accordance with the requirements of the Audit
Commission Act 1998 and the Code of Practice issued by
the Audit Commission.

Result
We reported our findings to those charged with
governance on 17 September 2012 in our 2011/12
Report to those charged with governance (ISA
(UK&I) 260). On 27 September 2012 we issued an
unqualified audit opinion.
We reported our findings to the National Audit
Office on 27 September 2012. There were no issues
to report.
On 27 September 2012 we issued an unqualified
value for money conclusion.
There were no issues to report in this regard.

There were no issues to report in this regard.

There were no issues to report in this regard.

We issued our completion certificate on 27
September 2012.
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Audit Findings
Accounts
We audited the Authority’s Statement of Accounts in line with approved Auditing Standards and issued an
unqualified audit report on 27 September 2012.
The significant accounting issues which we discussed with management relate to the significant risks identified
within our audit plan for the 2012/13, those being management override of control and the risk of fraud in revenue
and expenditure recognition. In addition we considered the reasonableness of the valuation of the Authority’s
property plan and equipment assets Based on our audit procedures performed in these areas we did not identify an
issues in these areas and were able to issue an unqualified audit report.

Economy, efficiency and effectiveness
Our value for money code responsibility requires us to carry out sufficient and relevant work in order to conclude
on whether the Authority has put in place proper arrangements to secure economy, efficiency and effectiveness in
the use of resources.
Audit Commission guidance specifies the criteria for our value for money conclusion as:
•
•
•

reviewing the annual governance statement (AGS);
reviewing the results of the work of other relevant regulatory bodies or inspectorates, to consider whether
there is any impact on the auditor’s responsibilities at the audited body; and
other local risk-based work as appropriate, or any work mandated by the Commission.

We determined a local programme of audit work based on our audit risk assessment, informed by these criteria and
our statutory responsibilities.
We issued an unqualified value for money conclusion.

Whole of Government Accounts
We undertook our work on the Whole of Government Accounts consolidation pack as prescribed by the Audit
Commission. The audited pack was submitted on 27 September 2012. We found no areas of concern to report as
part of this work.

Annual Governance Statement
Local authorities are required to produce an Annual Governance Statement (AGS) that is consistent with guidance
issued by CIPFA/SOLACE. The AGS accompanies the Statement of Accounts.
We reviewed the AGS to consider whether it complied with the CIPFA/SOLACE guidance and whether it might be
misleading or inconsistent with other information known to us from our audit work. We found no areas of concern
to report in this context.
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REVIEW OF CONTRACT MONITORING

1.

Confidential Report

1.1

No

2.

Recommendation:

2.1

Members are asked to note the detailed review of contract monitoring processes and the
benefits that would be delivered as a result of changing the process, and the structural
changes to further strengthen the monitoring function;

2.2

Members are therefore recommended to approve the modification to the establishment
and to create an additional position of Site Monitoring Officer.

3.

Purpose

3.1

To provide Members with a proposal to change the process of contract monitoring which
will focus attention on areas of the IWMS contract on a risk basis.

3.2

To obtain approval to strengthen and restructure the ELWA team by integrating contract
monitoring and support functions.

4.

Background

4.1

The fundamental aspects of contract monitoring have not been significantly reviewed
since 2008 when Members gave their approval for the existing regime. There have been
continuous incremental improvements into the way the contract is monitored but no
reviews into the systems and processes employed.

4.2

Managing the IWMS contract between ELWA and Shanks Waste Management is central to
the function of the Authority. A large proportion of the Authority’s budget (approximately
95%) is spent on the IWMS contract. Correct governance of the contract and financial
payments relies heavily on the contractors own self monitoring and analyses of data.
Monitoring of the contract has evolved over time and, according to our internal auditors,
the process is viewed as generally sound.

4.3

Monitoring of the contract takes three key forms consisting of desk based data gathering
and analysis, onsite monitoring of the RRCs and processes, and auditing of end
processors of the recyclable materials (where these are in the UK). The complexity of
the data and waste movements coupled with the increase in costs of waste processing
has led to a requirement for more desk based activity which is placing pressure on the on
site visit schedules. Some of this activity is taken up by the constituent councils under
SLAs.

4.4

There has however, been changes within the constituent councils monitoring teams, and
with the continued uncertainty in relation to future finances there are likely to be more
changes, this clearly poses a risk to the ongoing monitoring process.

4.5

In addition, an internal audit report (April 2012) looked at the onsite monitoring activities
and subsequent reports, and indicated some areas that could be improved.

4.6

The financial constraints on the constituent councils and the increasing costs of waste
disposal mean it is now even more important to ensure that more robust controls are put
into place so that a full assurance is given to the contract monitoring process.

5.

Review Methodology

5.1

A review of the relevant contractual documents was carried out to determine the level of
service and operating conditions that the contractor is obligated to deliver. Then, using
the ELWA corporate risk strategy standard, an assessment was made to determine the
level of risk should a failure occur for each risk. This considered both financial and
operational risks and in accordance with the ELWA standard these were labelled High,
Medium or Low accordingly.

5.2

In addition to contractual obligations, and in consultation with Borough officers, it was
considered where monitoring activities needed to be put in place to protect ELWA
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interests, for example the weighbridge was deemed to warrant particular attention as did
third party sites that are not currently part of routine audits.
5.3

Once the framework had been devised, options for how to monitor were then considered.
Alongside this any implications for staffing, finances or impact on risk were detailed. In
summary the following was identified.

5.4

Five options were identified as potential monitoring scenarios, one of which is to maintain
a status quo of the current ELWA and constituent councils monitoring programme
through the SLAs.
a) Option 1 – Monitor everything
All sites, including 3rd party site (I.e. Biffa, Berrymans etc), and all levels of risk (as
assessed by ELWA officers) could be monitored. The frequency of monitoring would
remain the same as current, but more time would be devoted to carrying out each
element of the monitoring program. It is anticipated that an increased level of
resource would be required to fulfil the terms of this program, but the Authority would
be less exposed to the risk of a failure in monitoring.
Less reliance is placed on Shanks self monitoring and ELWA monitoring would become
more active.
b) Option 2 - Monitor high and medium risk elements only
Only the elements of monitoring that are considered by officers to carry a high or
medium risk to the Authority would be monitored. The frequency and locations of the
monitoring will remain the same, but lower risk elements will not be monitored and
the time spent on each aspect will be reduced. This would represent an insignificantly
higher exposure to risk of failure. The monitoring activities of the constituent councils
would be reduced to desk based checks only for the checking of weighbridge tickets
for authorised vehicles as per the existing SLAs.
c) Option 3 - Maintain the status quo
The monitoring program would continue as it is with ELWA and borough officers
carrying out on-site and desk based monitoring to the same level, with a proportion of
the resource being allocated to the boroughs to fulfil additional monitoring activities of
their own choosing (as happens now). This would not prevent further tightening of
Authority procedures or system improvements being made as agreed in Internal Audit
reports but advantages and disadvantages outlined below would apply. If it is viewed
that there is nothing fundamentally wrong with the existing monitoring regime then
this is always an option.
d) Option 4 - Monitor according to available resources
The additional resource currently available to the boroughs to carry out their own
specified monitoring under the SLAs would be instead put towards increasing the
frequency and locations of the baseline monitoring activity dictated by ELWA. No
further resource would be required and the Authority’s risk of failure would be
reduced. Again the advantages and disadvantages in the table below would apply.
e) Option 5 - Minimal monitoring
The frequency and time spent on monitoring would be reduced to the least required
resource as is feasible. This would leave the Authority more exposed to a monitoring
failure. The monitoring activities of the constituent councils would be reduced to desk
based checks only for the checking of weighbridge tickets for authorised vehicles as
per the existing SLAs.

5.5

Options were also considered for who may be best placed to carry out the monitoring,
given the results of internal audit reports which highlighted missing reports, duplicated
report findings, and a general lack of consistency resulting in reports provided under the
SLAs with the constituent councils.
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The key advantages and disadvantages of internalising contract monitoring were
provided as below.

Constituent
Council Monitoring

Key Advantages

Key Disadvantages

Wider resource

Difficult to control

‘Fresh eyes’

Difficult to plan

Available resource

Different standards applied

Monitoring from a different
aspect (i.e. WCA as opposed to
WDA).

Reports suggest in some cases
monitoring is not as robust.

Keeps Constituent councils
engaged.

Can just be a box ticking
exercise.
Reliability in question as
inspections are passed down to
enforcement officers and street
cleansing teams.
Not seen as core function.
Technology difficult to introduce.

ELWA Officer
Monitoring

Direct control
Consistent standards

Reduction in engagement with
constituent councils
Greater impact from absences
such as sickness or holidays.

Key function
Flexibility
Quicker follow ups
Greater use of technology for
trending etc.
Less monitoring of councils
required thereby increasing
resource for additional
monitoring.
6.

Proposed way forward

6.1

After considering the options and feedback from identified stakeholders, the Managing
Director instructed that the option to be taken forward for further consideration should be
based on option 2. However the following amendments to the project were to be
considered also.

6.2

Firstly that the option to proceed should be based around internalising the monitoring
function with an additional resource to further strengthen the monitoring function,
leaving only the analysis of weighbridge tickets with the constituent councils. In addition
the resource freed up from not monitoring the lower risk items should be allocated to the
higher risk items.

6.3

Secondly, the project should consider broader operational efficiencies and should
therefore be expanded to include plans to restructure the operational administrative
support within the ELWA team to create an integrated contract monitoring and support
function.

6.4

Following this new brief, the resources available were matched against the proposed
option 2. The additional internal resource was identified to be able to address the
disadvantages identified in council monitoring in internal audit reports and also address
the areas of perceived weakness of onsite monitoring. The most notable of which was
identified as a key risk at the site weighbridges, and the amount of available time that
could be spent monitoring the RRC sites for commercial and or chargeable waste. Both
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areas provide significant drivers of costs for the Authority as they directly relate to
tonnages. The final monitoring matrix can be seen at Appendix A.
6.5

Following this, key documents were drawn up, including a monitoring specification for
onsite monitoring activities which can be seen at Appendix B. This document provides a
high level specification for all activities that should be carried out whilst on site, it also
gives an indication of frequency and duration of visits and how to report infringements.

6.6

A particular focus will be to significantly increase monitoring at RRCs and Weighbridges
to prevent unauthorised waste coming onto the sites, as a minimum stabilising waste
arisings or driving tonnages further down.

7.

Financial Considerations

7.1

Currently the constituent councils are paid as per the table below for the contract
monitoring functions.
The proposal is to leave the Authorised vehicle lists and
weighbridge ticket checking functions with the constituent councils as they are best
placed to deliver this, and to internalise the remaining monitoring functions. The new
future payment, if approved, is shown below also.
Current SLA Payment

Future SLA Payment

LBBD

£26,400

£ 3,025

LBH

£26,400

£ 3,025

LBN

£26,400

£ 3,025

LBR

£26,400

£ 3,025

Total

£105,600

£12,100

7.2

The total additional cost of the new position, including on-costs, is approximately
£37,000.

7.3

In addition to the salary and on costs, there is likely to be a recruitment cost, and a
suitable budget would be in the region of £4k.

7.4

Consolidation of the monitoring function will reduce the Authority’s SLA payments in the
region of £93,000 per annum.

8.

Summary

8.1

The rising contract costs driven by tonnages and performance require that more robust
controls are put into place to ensure that the waste received that ELWA pay for is only
ELWA waste, this is particularly the case at RRC sites and weighbridges.

8.2

Internal audit also identified some areas of contract monitoring that would benefit from
these changes, primarily a consistency over reporting and greater trend analysis of data.

8.3

Internalising the contract monitoring function would deliver the key advantages as
detailed in table 5.6 above. The additional resource would allow a far greater emphasis
to be placed on the high risk elements, particularly those in 8.1 above, it would address
the main issues of the internal audit findings and allow a higher proportion of officers
time to be devoted to the checking, analysis and trending of the self monitoring and
performance information provided by the contractor and our own monitoring findings. It
will also allow for a much greater presence on sites to ensure that all available controls
are robustly employed which may also reduce waste costs to the Authority.

8.4

Financially, there is a small net benefit to ELWA from these changes, although it is
recognised that this benefit is derived from the payments to constituent councils under
the SLA payments. However the key driver for this process is to prevent significant and
unwarranted charges from the contractor as a result of unauthorised waste charges.

9.

Relevant officer:

Mark Ash, Head of Operations / e-mail: mark.ash@eastlondonwaste.gov.uk / 020 8724 5614
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Appendices attached:

10.1 Appendix A – Monitoring matrix
10.2 Appendix B – On site monitoring specification
11.

Background Papers:

14/07/2008 - Contract Monitoring and Best Practice
12.

Legal Considerations:

None
13.

Financial Considerations:

13.1 This report is asking Members to agree the establishment of an additional post of site
monitoring officer as part of the review of the contract monitoring function.
13.2 The cost of this post including on-costs and car allowance payments would be £37,000 in
a full year and it would be funded from the proposed reduction in SLA payments to
Constituent Authorities (totalling £93,000) as detailed in paragraph 7.1.
13.3 Overall the proposal will result in a net reduction in the ELWA budget of £56,000, the
benefit of which would be passed on to Constituent Authorities via the Levy. At the same
time Constituent Authorities would collectively lose £93,000 of income.
13.4 The Managing Director says that the introduction of this post is in response to the
findings of an Internal Audit report on Contract Monitoring that highlighted that aspects
of contract monitoring within constituent Councils and ELWA could be improved. He also
states that these arrangements will improve the overall delivery of the contract.
14.

Performance management considerations:

All items related to performance are detailed in the report.
15.

Risk management considerations:

None
16.

Equalities considerations:

None
17.

Follow-up reports:

None
18.

Websites and e-mail links for further information:

None
19.

Glossary

ELWA = East London Waste Authority
IWMS = Integrated Waste Management Strategy
LBBD = London Borough of Barking & Dagenham
LBH = London Borough of Havering
LBN = London Borough of Newham
LBR = London Borough of Redbridge
RRCs = Reuse & Recycling Centre(s)
SLAs = Service Level Agreements
WCA = Waste Collection Authority
WDA = Waste Disposal Authority
20.

Approved by management board

12 November 2012
21.

Confidentiality:

Not applicable
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Monitoring Activity
A3 Each failure at any Waste Management Facility to
accurately distinguish, weigh and record Contract Waste and
Non-Contract Waste

Financial

D1 Each failure to maintain accurate written records relating
to any contract documentation required under the Provision
of Information Specification.

Financial

H

D7
Each failure to provide all other non-financial
Schedules required within the ABSDP within the timescales
set out in that document.

H

A1 Each failure to accept Contract Waste delivered by any
Constituent Borough in its capacity as a Waste Collection
Authority

Service Delivery

A2 Each failure to accept Contract Waste delivered by the
public to the CA Sites provided that the Contract Waste is
proffered for delivery during the relevant CA Site’s opening
hours.

Service Delivery

A4 Each failure to achieve a turnaround time below 20
minutes or less than 30 minutes during the Transitional
Phase as indicated in each Works Delivery Plan in respect of
the Interface Site for WCA Vehicles except Detritus Vehicles
and Dray Vehicles delivering or proffering for delivery
Contract Waste to any Interface Site measured as the
difference between the time of the WCA Vehicle being
weighed-in and the time of weighing out excluding for these
purposes occasions where the delay is caused by WCA
Vehicle breakdown.

Service Delivery

H

H

A9 Each failure to take reasonable measures having regard
to Good Industry Practice from time to time to prevent
tipping of Commercial Waste or Industrial Waste at any of
the CA Sites.

Financial

Barry

60

24

0

60

0

24

0

24

0

24

12

0

24

0

12

0

12

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

12

12

12

36

0

12

12

0

12

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

36

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

24

24

24

72

12

24

24

0

24

0

24

0

24

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

36

0

0

0

0

12

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

36

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

36

0

0

0

0

12

0

0

0

0

24

24

24

180

0

12

12

12

36

0

0

0

0

0

0

SITE

SITE

SITE / DESK

M

Service Delivery

Bring sites

SITE / DESK

M

A7 Each failure to achieve a turnaround time of less than 20
minutes at the relevant CA Site for members of the public .
A8 Each failure to prevent a Queue to the Entrance to a CA
Site in circumstances where the flow rate is below the rate
set out in the specification.

London
Waste

DESK

M

Service Delivery
A5 Each failure to achieve a turnaround time below 40
minutes or less than 50 minutes during the Transitional
Phase indicated in the Works Delivery Plan in respect of the
relevant Interface Site for WCA Detritus Vehicles and Dray
Vehicles delivering or proffering for delivery Contract Waste
to any Interface Site measured as the difference between the
time of the WCA Vehicle being weighed-in and the time of
weighing out excluding for these purposes occasions where
the delay is caused by WCA Vehicle breakdown.

Jenkins
Lane SB
MRF

RRC

DESK
H

The Contractor shall be responsible for monitoring its own Service Delivery
performance under the Contract and shall be required to
rectify its performance

Jenkins Lane
weighbridge

Butlers

DESK

Financial

Achieve and/or exceed the Minimum Combined Primary Service Delivery
Recycling and Primary Composting Target and Minimum
Diversion from Landfill Target;

Jenkins
Lane Bio
MRF

Frog Island
Frog
Island Bio RRC MRF (inc
weighbridge)
Mrf

Biffa

SITE / DESK
H

Financial /
D2 Each failure to provide data required for the management
and monitoring of the Contract in accordance with Schedule Service Delivery
11 (Maintenance and Monitoring) of the Project Agreement.

IRC

Desk or Site
Berryman
based
s Direct
activity
SITE / DESK

SITE / DESK

M

M

Service Delivery

SITE / DESK
SITE / DESK

M
SITE / DESK
M
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Monitoring Activity
A11 Each minor infringement of health and safety related
procedures relating to the operation of each Interface Site

Service Delivery

A15 Failure to empty or service a Bring Site in accordance
with the requirements of the Specification and as set out in
the ABSDP.

Service Delivery

A18 Failure to provide an Operator Representative contact
during normal working hours or emergency contact at other
times in accordance with the Specification.

Service Delivery

M

C1 Each failure to use reasonable endeavours to rectify the
breach of any applicable planning or waste management
licence condition.
C3. Each failure to take reasonable efforts to limit site
emmisions.

D5 Each failure to take appropriate corrective action when
necessary following the receipt of a complaint.

M

SITE

Financial

In the event that a Site Weighbridge becomes inoperable,
the Contractor shall ensure that it is returned to service as
rapidly as reasonably practicable.

Financial

The Contractor shall advise the Authority’s Representative of
any circumstances which prevent the Contractor from
measuring the weight of Waste delivered to a Waste
Management Facility.

Financial

Bring sites

Barry

12

12

12

0

12

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

3150

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

12

12

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

12

0

12

24

24

24

36

12

12

12

24

0

24

24

0

24

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

12

12

12

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

12

0

12

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

36

12

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

12

DESK
M

DESK
M

The Contractor shall ensure that each Site Weighbridge
provided has been passed by an inspector as fit for use for
trade and carries a stamp indicating that it has been so
passed.

London
Waste

SITE / DESK

Reputational

Financial

Time per facility (minutes)
Hours per facility
Number of visits per annum
Total hours per annum
Supplementary Monitoring
Desk based activities
Annual desk based monitoring (Hours)
External Audits (Offtakers)(Hours)
Borough Monitoring requirements (Hours)

M

M

D6 Each failure by the Operator to prepare and deliver to the
Authority Representative by the end of Month 7 in each
Contract Year the financial information requirements of the
ABSDP.

Jenkins
Lane SB
MRF

RRC

SITE / DESK

Service Delivery

D4 Each failure to acknowledge correspondence from an
Service Delivery
officer or member of the Authority, an officer or member of a
Constituent Borough or a member of the public within 5
Business Days or to reply in full within 15 Business Days.

Jenkins Lane
weighbridge

Butlers

SITE
M

Reputational

Jenkins
Lane Bio
MRF

Frog Island
Frog
Island Bio RRC MRF (inc
weighbridge)
Mrf

Biffa

SITE
M

A19
Failure to comply with the Schedule for the delivery of Service Delivery
survival bags as set out in the relevant ABSDP.

IRC

Desk or Site
Berryman
based
s Direct
activity
SITE

DESK
M

SITE / DESK
M
SITE
M

DESK
M

382
440

120
2
4
8

120
2
4
8

120
2
4
8

540
9
52
468

36
0.6
52
31.2

144
2.4
52
124.8

96
1.6
52
83.2

36
0.6
52
31.2

144
2.4
52
124.8

36
0.6
52
31.2

108
1.8

0.5
6

0.2
2.4

0.1
1.2

1
12

2
24

3
36

2
24

2
24

4
48

2
24
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CONTRACTOR MONITORING SITES
NOTE - ALL SITE INSPECTIONS MUST BE RECORDED ON THE SITE
MONITORING PRO-FORMA. ALL NON CONFORMANCES SHOULD BE REPORTED
AS DETAILED ON THE PROFORMA DOCUMENT. IF IN DOUBT CONTACT THE
CONTRACT MANAGER FOR GUIDANCE.
1.

General Site & Weighbridge Operations

1.1

Unavailability of Site
If the Monitoring Officer is made aware that the facility is unavailable via notification or
as a result of a random visit they should, if possible ascertain the reason for the
unavailability and immediately inform the Contract Manager at ELWA.

1.2

Unavailability of Weighbridge
As a result of a random visit or when visiting as a result of a notification from Shanks,
the Monitoring Officer should ensure that all necessary traffic management systems are
in operation and that they are not causing any unnecessary delays.
They should also ensure that the requisite procedures are being adhered to with regard
to any revised weighbridge operations. Additional emphasis will be required at invoice /
tonnage monitoring stage to ensure Borough is correctly charged.

1.3

Shanks Waste Services (SWS) ‘Self Monitoring’ Information
Upon arrival at the site the SWS documentation systems should be viewed to confirm
‘self’ monitoring is being carried out appropriately. [See schedule]

1.4

Failure to comply with Specification pertaining to Weighbridge Operations (weighing and
recording) for both Contract and Non-Contract Waste.
During visits, the Monitoring Officer will ensure that the proper processes are being
conducted by the Weighbridge Officer. To ensure the information on the screen matches
the vehicle details (Borough of origin, fleet no., registration no. etc.) vehicles should be
weighed in and out and drivers should sign the weighbridge ticket and retain a copy.
These details should be matched to the current authorised vehicle list. In addition the
Monitoring Officer should observe the actions of the Borough operatives to ensure they
are adhering to the correct operating procedures.

1.5

Turnaround Times – Borough Vehicles
The Monitoring Officer will observe whether apparent delays are occurring to Borough
Vehicles whilst on site. Representative vehicles should be chosen (irrespective of
Borough) and should be timed and recorded.

1.6

Queuing Time – Borough Vehicles
a) During visits the Monitoring Officer will observe whether Borough vehicles are queuing
outside of the waste facility.
b) The Monitoring Officer should observe / ascertain whether the queue is being
measured (see protocol) by appropriate SWS staff. In addition the Monitoring Officer
should identify what actions are being taken to improve the flow of vehicles.

1.7

Infringement of Health & Safety
The Monitoring Officer in visiting the site should undertake a visual check of the condition
of the workplace in respect of health and safety. Emphasis should be focussed on all
operatives wearing Personal Protective Equipment (PPE), vehicles and plant should be
conducted in an appropriate manner and proper signage should evident. All public areas
should be clean and safe with the public being guided through their visit by SWS
employees. Any failures should immediately be notified to the appropriate SWS Manager
and a record of the infringement passed to the Contract Manager.

1.8

Failure to Limit Dust, Odours, Emissions, Litter & Noise
The Monitoring Officer should inspect the site, especially areas that are accessed by
members of the public to ensure that the site is not unduly littered etc. during the hours
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of operation and that the site is clean upon opening and closing of the site (where the
timing of the inspection allows).
2.

RRC Operation

2.1

Turnaround Times - Public Vehicles
During visits the Monitoring Officer will observe whether apparent delays are occurring to
public vehicles whilst on site.
If this is the case representative vehicles should be chosen and timed.

2.2

Prevent Queuing to Site Entrance
During visits the Monitoring Officer will observe whether apparent delays are occurring to
private vehicles waiting to enter the site. If a queue has formed in addition to ensuring
SWS are conducting flow rate monitoring, the Monitoring Officer should conduct random
10 minute checks on the vehicle flow rates.

2.3

Prevent Tipping of Commercial Waste at RRCs
a) During visits the Monitoring Officer will observe whether vans or trailers are being
allowed access to the RRCs in accordance with the Waste Delivery Protocol.
b) The Monitoring Officer will observe whether the vehicles are being inspected in line
with the agreed revised RRC Entry Protocols’. Following inspection, the Monitoring
Officer will note whether the vehicle was considered to be carrying trade waste. If the
latter, the Monitoring Officer should also note whether a charge was made and a
receipt should be given to the visitor.
c) The manual log should be inspected to identify whether any incidents of non
acceptance at the weighbridge have been recorded. These should be discussed with
the on duty Manager or Supervisor.
d) The Monitoring Officer should also be aware of the Borough receiving complaints
concerning refusal to accept public waste. These should be compared to the manual
log.
e) Whilst on site the Monitoring Officer should observe vehicles unloading and where the
material appears to be from commercial sources, enquiries should be made from the
driver and the resultant comment passed to the site supervisor.

3.

Site specifics

Jenkins Lane Vehicle Bays
The Monitoring Officer should inspect the ‘tipping’ area for slip hazards to ensure any
spillage is cleared as soon as possible and that traffic management systems are
operating as agreed, emphasis should focus on all operatives wearing PPE, vehicles and
plant should be conducted in an appropriate manner and proper signage and vehicle
movement instructions should be evident
3.1

Dry MRF
The Monitoring Officer should first check that the plant is fully operational by discussing
performance with the site supervisor. Checks should be made on waste volumes to be
processed including traffic management, Health and Safety (PPE and dust management)
and general housekeeping. The quality of both input and output should be assessed.
Use of the shed to store other materials should be noted and any security issues should
also be noted.

3.2

BioMRF
The Monitoring Officer should inspect the control rooms to assess whether the plant is
fully operational and staffed. Feedback should be given by staff on functionality of the
refinement section. Capacities, levels of waste and the duration of waste that has been
in the process should be checked. Fly numbers should be observed and information
boards checked.

Frog Island Vehicle Bays
The Monitoring Officer should inspect the ‘tipping’ area for slip hazards to ensure any
spillage is cleared as soon as possible and that traffic management systems are
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operating as agreed, emphasis should be focussed on all operatives wearing PPE,
vehicles and plant should be conducted in an appropriate manner and proper signage and
vehicle movement instructions should be evident.
3.3

Dirty MRF
The Monitoring Officer should first check that the plant is fully operational by discussing
performance with the site supervisor and this should include the SRF baler. Checks
should be made on waste volumes to be processed, traffic management, Health & Safety
(H&S) (including PPE and dust management) and general housekeeping. The quality of
both input and output should be assessed and any security issues should be noted.

3.4

BioMRF
The Monitoring Officer should inspect the control rooms to assess whether the plant is
fully operational and staffed. Feedback should be given by staff on functionality of the
refinement section. Capacities, levels of waste and the duration waste has been in the
process should be checked. Fly numbers should be observed and information boards
checked.

IRC Vehicle Bays
The Monitoring Officer should inspect the ‘tipping’ area for slip hazards to ensure any
spillage is cleared as soon as possible and that traffic management systems are
operating as agreed, emphasis should be focussed on all operatives wearing PPE,
vehicles and plant should be conducted in an appropriate manner and proper signage and
vehicle movement instructions should be evident. Particular attention needs to be paid
to weighbridge operations and queuing due to the use of a single weighbridge and any
security issues should be noted.
3.5

MRF
The Monitoring Officer should check that the plant is fully operational by discussing
performance with the site supervisor. Checks should be made on waste volumes, traffic
management, H&S and general housekeeping. The quality of both input and output
should be assessed and any security issues should be noted.

1.

Bring Site Monitoring

1.1

Under the Contract, the Contractor for ELWA Ltd is responsible for ensuring that Bring
Sites are maintained and are in a clean condition. Litter should be minimised at the sites
and fly posters and graffiti should be removed. They should be emptied at such a
frequency that they should not overflow and if they do overflow should be emptied within
24 hours.
a) All bring sites are to be inspected on a monthly rota.
b) The Monitoring Officer will ensure service delivery is in accordance with the Bring Site
Protocol and supporting collection rosters.
c) Non compliance to either of the above will be notified to SWS for rectification. There
should be a subsequent inspection 24 hours later and then each additional 24 hours
until the problem is rectified.
d) A similar procedure will be conducted upon receipt of a complaint from a member of
the public. SWS should be notified of the complaint for action. Dependent on the
nature of the complaint a visit may be required immediately or upon advice that action
has been taken.

2.

Bring Sites Protocol (Extract) [the full protocol is available with the contractual
documentation]

2.1

Bring Sites will be cleaned to Grade A standard in accordance with the Code of Practice
on Litter and Refuse. If a Bring Site falls to Grade C standard as defined, the necessary
rectification action will be taken to restore that Bring Site to Grade A Standard.
Rectification action will be taken by the Contractor or a third party on the Contractor’s
behalf within one day of the Authority notifying the Contractor or of the Contractor
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becoming aware that a Bring Site had fallen to Grade C Standard as defined. This
protocol seeks to define the scope of ‘a Bring Site’ and also to determine which waste
types and materials will be cleared within the Contractor’s scope and which will remain
the duty of the Constituent Boroughs to collect and manage.
3.

Bring Site Boundary

3.1

It is suggested that the Contractor will be responsible for the following elements within
the Bring Site Boundary. It is not the Contractor’s intention to physically mark the
relevant Bring Site Boundary. What falls within the Bring Site Boundary is demonstrated
in the following examples:a) Where the Recycling Banks are located against a wall or fence at the rear with an open
front and no restriction to the sides.

1m

1m

1m

b) Where the Recycling Banks are located with access from all sides:-

1m
1m

1m

1m
c) Where the Recycling Banks are located against a wall:-

1m

3.2

1m

Material placed in the immediate vicinity of the Recycling Banks which is appropriate for
recycling at the relevant Bring Site using the Recycling Banks provided, will be placed in
the appropriate Recycling Bank by the Contractor and the containers removed.

Litter & Waste around the Bring Site
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3.3

The Contractor is responsible for ensuring that the Bring Sites are maintained to the
standards agreed in the Operating Contract. This requires litter and rubbish to be
removed from within the Bring Site Boundary. However, the level of fly tipping at the
Bring Sites could lead to the Contractor being obliged to remove waste which is unrelated
to the activities at the Bring Site. In order to clarify what would and would not be
removed by the Contractor the following broad definitions are used. Appendix A contains
photographic examples illustrating the Contractor’s position.

3.4

Where Recycling Banks are clearly contaminated with non Recyclable Materials the
Contractor should be instructed to arrange for the uplift of the container and for the
disposal of its contents.

3.5

In general:-

3.6

The Contractor is responsible for the removal of:a) litter from bins located as part of the Bring Sites (recyclable material relevant to the
site placed near the Recycling Banks);
b) spilled material relating to the Bring Sites (appropriate glass, paper, plastic bottles).

Graffiti
3.7

As part of the cleaning and maintenance programme the Contractor is responsible for the
removal of graffiti from signs associated with the Bring Sites, the Recycling Banks and
their lids.

Damage & Vandalism
3.8

In the event that Recycling Banks are damaged by fire and / or vandalism the Contractor
will make good the damaged Recycling Banks and if required will remove and replace the
Recycling Banks.

The Contractor is not responsible for:3.9

Waste unrelated to the Bring Site, i.e. flytipped material (cookers, black bag waste, soil
etc). In the event that flytipped material is observed at the Bring Sites, the Monitoring
Officer should report the condition of the area to the relevant Constituent Borough.

4.

Resource Allocation

4.1

Allocation for site monitoring function

4.2

Anticipated schedule Resource

Time taken

General site & weighbridge

1.75 hours

RRC Operations inc Bring site

1 hour

Jenkins Lane site specific

1.2 hours

Frog Island Site specific

1.2hours

IRC Site specific

20 minutes

Bring sites

20 minutes including travel between sites

Allocation for facility given the function times above
Anticipated schedule Resource

Time taken

Jenkins Lane

4 hours

Frog Island

3 hours

IRC

1.6 hours

RRC Sites [each]

3.3 hours

Bring sites [per 10]

3.3 hours including travel between sites
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Frequency of site visits
Facility
Berrymans
Biffa
Butlers
RRCs
Frog Island
Bio Mrf
Frog Island
RRC MRF (inc
weighbridge)

IRC
Jenkins Lane
Bio MRF
Jenkins Lane
weighbridge
Jenkins Lane
SB MRF
Bring sites
L M Barry

Visits per
Annum
4
4
4
52
52

52
52
52
52
52
15
15
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BUDGETARY CONTROL TO 31 OCTOBER 2012

1.

Confidential Report

1.1

No

2.

Recommendation:

2.1

To note this report.

3.

Purpose

3.1

This budgetary control report compares ELWA’s actual expenditure for the period ended
31st October 2012 with the original revenue budget approved in February 2012. It is
based on information supplied by Shanks East London, ELWA technical officers and the
four Constituent Councils.

3.2

Budgetary control reports are presented for monitoring and control purposes.

4.

Background

Revenue Estimates
4.1

Based on the profiled budget of £31,651,000 and the actual net expenditure on services
of £31,464,000, the position is a net underspend of £187,000 to date. (see Appendix A).

4.2

There is currently a favourable projected outturn variance of £348,000 which assumes
that contractor costs are kept within budget. These however remain susceptible to
fluctuation and are affected both by tonnage and diversion levels. These will need to
continue to be closely monitored throughout the rest of the financial year.

4.3

The level of waste tonnage delivered from the constituent councils is the principal activity
driver on ELWA’s budget. Very recent tonnage levels have been lower than that profiled
bringing the contractor costs back within target. Although the proof of residence
arrangement at Reuse and Recycling Centres has been a success, there are still
pressures due to the diversion rate being lower than that assumed in the 2012/13
Budget. This will continue to be carefully monitored by the Managing Director over the
next few months.

4.4

Contractor expenditure to date has taken into account Olympic waste tonnage collected
from Newham. As agreed this additional cost will be recovered at a commercial rate from
Newham and is therefore included in the ELWA 2012/13 income budget. ELWA officers
have confirmed with Newham that there were an estimated 2,000 tonnes relating to the
Olympics to the end of June. Newham have been billed and the income recovered. There
will be a further invoice once the final analysis of the Olympics tonnage is complete.

4.5

Following Members agreement to a proposal from Shanks for an increased level of
diversion of Solid Recovered Fuel (SRF) from landfill, a diversion rate of 75% was
assumed in the 2012/13 budget. At the end of September the diversion rate was 65%
because the company that Shanks have contracted with for the SRF is diverting less than
they expected. The resulting increased landfill tax liability is leading to a budget pressure
for ELWA. Technical officers at ELWA advise that there are negotiations which should
result in an improvement in the diversion rate projected by the contractor at 70% by the
year end. A 5% lower diversion performance is a pressure on the ELWA budget of
approximately £400,000 and for the contractor costs to remain within budget tonnage
levels will need to continue to be lower than budgeted. The Managing Director is actively
pursuing courses of action with Shanks to improve this diversion rate.

4.6

Employee costs show a year to date underspend of £48,000 reflecting savings in
recruitment costs as well as a vacant post. The Managing Director has advised that
although there is to be a review of staffing the post will not be filled during the 2012/13
financial year and a favourable variance of £70,000 is projected at year end. The tonne
mileage budget had been increased to reflect the usage of extra vehicles by some
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boroughs, however the extra mileage costs have not materialised resulting in an
underspend. Other non-contractor costs are currently under spent by £73,000. This is
due to the Communications Campaign and biodegradability testing provisions not being
needed this year.
4.7

Based on ELWA technical officer advice commercial waste income is still predicted to be
in line with budget at year end as the budget was set at approximate 2011/12 actuals
and the advice is that there are no known changes this year. Other income is exceeding
the profiled target for the period and a favourable variance against budget at year end is
projected due to the retention of the Tower Hamlets contract for part of the year and the
impact of the Bedfordshire contract. Officers continue to analyse the impact of the
Bedfordshire deal and Members will be advised as appropriate.

4.8

Given the pressure on the levy and the reserves over the next few years it is important
that robust monitoring of the financial position throughout the year remains in place and
remedial action is swiftly taken on areas of over spend or insufficient income collection.

Prudential indicators
4.9

The Authority sets Prudential Indicators covering borrowing, lending and capital
expenditure limits. These are monitored by the Finance Director on a monthly basis and
the Authority remains within the limits set by the Prudential Indicators.

5.

Conclusion

5.1

The net underspend for the period to date is £187,000. At year end it is projected that
contractor costs will be in line with budget with some favourable variations in non
contractor costs and income.

5.2

The position will continue to be closely monitored on a monthly basis throughout the rest
of the financial year. The ability to remain within budget is dependent on reduced
tonnage levels being maintained to offset the reduced level of diversion.

6.

Relevant officer:

Geoff Pearce, Finance Director / e-mail: finance@eastlondonwaste.gov.uk / 020 8708 3588
7.

Appendices attached:

Appendix A: Budget Monitoring Statement to 31 October 2012
8.

Background papers:

6 February 2012 - Revenue & Capital Estimates and Levy 2011/12 Report & Minute No. 2012/
Decision regarding Shanks’ Increased Diversion Proposal Report & Minute No. 2011/26
9.

Legal considerations:

None
10.

Financial considerations:

As outlined in the report.
11.

Performance management considerations:

The financial position and projections should reflect service performance trends.
12.

Risk management considerations:

The projected position depends on the performance of the contractor and the success in
improving diversion levels as well as minimising tonnage levels.
Costs relating to the Olympics directly chargeable to LB Newham need to be accurately
identified or there is a risk ELWA incurs some LB Newham costs.
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Follow-up reports:

Budgetary Control Report, next meeting
14.

Websites and e-mail links for further information:

None
15.

Glossary:

ELWA = East London Waste Authority
IWMS = Integrated Waste Management Strategy
SRF = Solid Recoverable Fuel
16. Approved by management board:
12 November 2012
17.

Confidentiality:

Not Applicable
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BUDGET MONITORING STATEMENT TO 31 OCTOBER 2012

EXPENDITURE

Original
Budget
2012/13

Profiled
Budget to
31.10.12

Total
Actual to
31.10.12

Variance
to
31.10.12

Projected
Outturn to
31.10.12

Outturn
Variance

£'000

£'000

£'000

£'000

£'000

£'000

Employee and
Support Services

530

265

217

(48)

Premises Related
Expenditure

115

88

79

(9)

5

2

2

0

5

0

53,958

32,357

32,360

3

53,958

0

678

319

246

(73)

500

(178)

Recycling Initiatives

210

170

170

0

210

0

Tonne Mileage

550

275

244

(31)

550

0

Rent payable property leases

264

169

169

0

255

(9)

Capital Financing
Costs

213

72

72

0

213

0

56,523

33,717

33,559

(158)

56,275

(248)

(2,707)

(1,588)

(1,543)

45

(2,707)

0

Bank Interest Other
Receivable

(200)

(100)

(100)

0

(200)

0

Other Income

(310)

(180)

(254)

(74)

(410)

(100)

Newham Olympics

(500)

(234)

(234)

0

(500)

0

(3,717)

(2,102)

(2,131)

(29)

(3,817)

(100)

150

36

36

0

150

0

52,956

31,651

31,464

(187)

52,608

(348)

(701)

(701)

(701)

0

(701)

0

(3,991)

(1,996)

(1,996)

0

(3,991)

0

3,991

1,996

1,996

0

3,991

0

(44,749)

(22,375)

(22,375)

0

(44,749)

0

(6,706)

(3,353)

(3,353)

0

(6,706)

0

(800)

(800)

(800)

0

(800)

0

0

4,422

4,235

(187)

(348)

(348)

Transport Related
Expenditure

460

(70)

124

9

Supplies and
Services
Payments to
Shanks.East London
Other (inc. cost of
Support Costs)
Third Party
Payments

TOTAL GROSS
EXPENDITURE
INCOME
Commercial Waste
Charges

TOTAL INCOME
Contingency
Allocated
NET EXPENDITURE
ON SERVICES
11/12 underspend
PFI Grant Receivable
Transfer to PFI
Contract Reserve
Levy Receivable
Transfer from PFI
Contract Reserve
2011/12 one off
receipts
NET
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AUTHORITY REPORT: TREASURY MANAGEMENT
REVIEW 2012/13

MID

YEAR

STRATEGY

1.

Confidential Report

1.1

No

2.

Recommendation:

2.1

Members are asked to note the report.

3.

Introduction

3.1

The Treasury Management Strategy including borrowing and investment strategies is
approved by Members on an annual basis. The current Strategy was agreed in February
2012 and this report details the progress against the strategy in the first six months of
this financial year.

3.2

Under ELWA’s Standing Orders, the Finance Director is responsible for all the Authority’s
banking, borrowing and investment activities. The Treasury Management function is
carried out by the London Borough of Redbridge on behalf of ELWA.

3.3

The Authority’s activities are regulated by statutory requirements, ELWA’s Standing
Orders, and a professional code of practice, the CIPFA Code of Practice on Treasury
Management. The Authority has adopted this code as part of its Financial Standing
Orders.

3.4

The Code recommends that Authorities produce a mid year report detailing Treasury
Management operational activity for the first half of the year which would include
Treasury Management indicators, and variations from agreed policies.

3.5

This report provides Members with a summary review of activity in the first half of
2012/13 and covers all borrowing and investment activities undertaken during this
period.

4.

Current Portfolio Position

External Borrowing

Public Works Loans Board
4.1

30.09.12
£000’s

Average
Rate

31.03.12
£000’s

Average
Rate

1,488

9.9%

1,488

9.9%

These loans were taken out many years ago when interest rates were much higher than
they are today. Early repayment/rescheduling has been considered but would incur a
large premium.

Investments
4.2

The Authority is required to produce an Annual Investment Strategy that sets out the
Authority’s policies in managing its investments. This was approved by Members as part
of the Treasury Management Strategy at the Authority meeting in February 2012.

4.3

The main objective of the Investment Strategy is to ensure the security of the
investments the Authority makes and also to maintain the liquidity of its investments in
order to meet known liabilities. To meet this requirement the Authority has approved
creditworthiness criteria which must be strictly adhered to when making investment
decisions.

4.4

Due to the current high risks of the market, the Authority has continued to maintain a
cautious approach with its investments, prioritising security of the Authority’s money
over yield.
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4.5

The credit criteria for a number of potential counterparties, such as building societies,
were tightened in 2011/12 and this has continued in 2012/13. This has therefore limited
investment opportunities in this sector. Investment period restriction has also been
maintained to no more than 364 days.

4.6

The Authority maintains liquidity through the use of overnight deposits with high credit
quality Money Market Funds. In order to maintain flexibility in an environment where
investment opportunities are limited, the lending list is reviewed regularly. As at the 30
September 2012, the Bank of England base rate is 0.5% and this is reflected in very low
overnight and short-term interest rates.

4.7

The 2009/10 Financial Statements were adjusted to account for the impairment of the £1
million investment to Heritable Bank. As at 30th September 2012, the Authority has
received a total of £786,000 of the recoverable amount. Advice from the liquidator is that
on a prudent basis, at least a total of 88p in the £ will be recovered.

4.8

The summary position for the Authority in terms of investments at 30th September 2012
is as follows:
Type of
Investment

30.09.12
£000’s

31.03.12
£000’s

Long Term

0

0

Short Term

19,834

17,158

Total

19,834

17,158

4.9

As part of this mid–year report, the Investment Strategy needs to be reviewed to assess
its continued appropriateness. In response to the continued uncertainty in global markets
a restricted operational lending strategy is still being implemented. This ensures that
risks to ELWA’s investments are minimised and no losses have been incurred. Based on
this continued uncertainty and the fact that the implementation of strategy has helped
ensure the security of ELWA’s investments, it is appropriate to continue to follow the
Strategy for the remainder of the financial year.

5.

Borrowing Requirements/Capital Programme first half of 2012/13

5.1

The Government announced in its 2012 Budget that it would introduce a 20 basis point
discount on loans from the PWLB under the prudential borrowing regime for those local
authorities providing improved information and transparency on capital spending plans
and associated long term borrowing. This is known as the “Certainty Rate Discount”.
Access is by application and the Authority has been included on the final list of qualifying
local authorities. Access to borrowing from the PWLB at the discounted rate will be
available for a year commencing 1 November 2012.

5.2

In February 2012 the Authority was advised that the estimated total borrowing at 31st
March 2012 was £1,488,000 consisting of Public Work Loans Board (PWLB) loans on a
fixed rate basis and that the financing of future capital expenditure would be via the
temporary use of cash balances or to raise loans via the PWLB and capital markets. The
Authority was also advised that ELWA might need to make arrangements to finance
capital expenditure in 2012/13 as a result of the ongoing review of landfill sites. Taking
account of borrowing at 31st March 2012 it was recommended that an additional
borrowing requirement of £400,000 was set for 2012/13.

5.3

No capital expenditure has been incurred during the first six months of 2012/13.

6.

Prudential Indicators

6.1

The Authority is regarded by regulation to give due regard to the requirements of the
CIPFA Prudential Code for Capital Finance in Local Authorities, and set Prudential
Indicators for Treasury Management prior to the start of the financial year. Prudential
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Indicators cover borrowing, lending and capital expenditure levels and these are
monitored on a monthly basis by the Finance Director.
6.2

In the Finance Director’s report of 1st February 2012, Prudential Indicators for 2012/13
were agreed by the Authority. These are presented at Appendix A to the report.

7.

Conclusion

7.1

There is continued uncertainty within the global financial markets. In order to ensure the
security of its investments and maintain their liquidity so as to meet known liabilities, the
Authority continues to maintain its strategy of keeping within its prudential indicators,
restricting operational lending and carrying out investment in accordance with the
approved creditworthiness criteria. This policy has ensured that risks to ELWA’s
investments are minimised and no losses have been incurred.

7.2

Based on the continued financial market uncertainty and the fact that the implementation
of strategy has helped ensure the security of ELWA’s investments, it is appropriate to
continue to follow the Strategy for the remainder of the financial year.

8.

Relevant officer:

Geoff Pearce Director / e-mail: finance@eastlondonwaste.gov.uk / 020 8708 3588
9.

Appendices attached:

Appendix A – Prudential Performance Indicators – 2012/13 half yearly position
10.

Background Papers:

6 February 2012 – Treasury Management Strategy 2012/13 and Prudential Indicators minute
11.

Legal Considerations:

The legal and constitutional requirements in relation to the Authority’s Treasury Management
Strategy are set out in the body of this report and as this is an information report the Legal
Advisor has no further legal comment to add.
12.

Financial Considerations:

As outlined in this report.
13.

Performance Management Considerations:

Treasury management operational activity is monitored and reported to Members half yearly.
14.

Risk Management Considerations:

Main objective of the investment strategy is the security of investments.
15.

Previous Reports:

6 February 2012 – Treasury Management Strategy 2012/13.
17 September 2012 – Statement of Accounts 2011/12.
16.

Follow-up Reports:

February 2013 – Treasury Management Strategy 2013/14.
17.

Websites and e-mail links for further information:

None
18.

Glossary:

CIPFA = Chartered Institute of Public Finance and Accountancy
ELWA = East London Waste Authority
PWLB = Public Work Loans Board
19.

Approved by Management Board:

12 November 2012
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Confidentiality:

Not applicable
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PRUDENTIAL

INDICATORS

–

2012/13

HALF

Limit
2012/13
£’000

Actual
2012/13
£’000

16,000

1,488

Other Long Term Liabilities

100,000

96,000

TOTAL

116,000

97,488

Operational Boundary for External Debt

Limit
2012/13
£’000

Actual
2012/13
£’000

14,000

1,488

Other Long Term Liabilities

100,000

96,000

TOTAL

114,000

97,488

Authorised Limit for External Debt
Borrowing

Borrowing

Adopt the CIPFA Code of Treasury Management
ELWA has adopted the CIPFA code of Practice in Treasury Management in the Public
Services as part of its Financial Standing Orders.
Upper Limits on Interest Rate Exposure (based on net
principal outstanding)
Fixed Rate
Variable Rate

Limit
2012/13
£m

Actual
2012/13
£m

7.9

1.5

(28.0)

(19.8)

Projected borrowing at fixed rates maturing in each period as percentage of total
projected borrowing at fixed rates
2012/13
Upper Limit

2012/13
Lower Limit

2012/13
Actual

Under 12 months

35%

0%

1%

12 months and within 24 months

45%

0%

16%

24 months and within 5 years

60%

0%

0%

5 years and within 10 years

80%

0%

30%

10 and within 20 years

100%

0%

53%

20 years and within 35 years

100%

0%

0%

35 years to 50 years

100%

0%

0%

Limit
2012/13
£m

Actual
2012/13
£m

2.0

0.0

Upper Limit for Total Principal sums invested for more
than 364 days
Total
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AUTHORITY REPORT: FINANCIAL PROJECTION
2013/14 TO 2015/16

AND

BUDGET

STRATEGY

1.

Confidential Report

1.1

No

2.

Recommendation:

2.1

Members are asked to agree the Financial Projection and Budget Strategy for the years
2013/14 to 2015/16.

3.

Purpose

3.1

In accordance with good practice and in order to comply with Financial Standing Orders,
this report presents the Authority’s Financial Projection and Budget Strategy for the three
years from 2013/14 to 2015/16 with particular focus on the 2013/14 financial year.

4.

Executive Summary

4.1

In recent years Members have been advised that ELWA faced significant cost pressures
which would result in unpalatable Levy increases had they not been mitigated by the use
of our reserves. This level of reserve use is unsustainable in the medium or long term. In
addition, the advice has been that unless there are major structural changes to the
Integrated Waste Management Strategy (IWMS) contract and/or a large reduction in
waste tonnages, we would continue to face levy increases that are difficult to accept in
the current economic climate.

4.2

In 2011/12, Members were advised that ELWA had benefited from one-off windfalls to
the value of £800,000. These were the payments by Shanks (£500,000) in respect of
the agreement to dispose of its ‘B’ and ‘C’ shares and as a result of financial
reimbursement by a contractor in respect of performance supplements (£300,000). In
addition, policy changes, such as ID checks at RRC sites, that were not known at the
time of the setting of the budget, helped create a budget underspend. The windfall
receipts and part of this underspend (in all £1.5m) was used to enable a freezing of the
2012/13 levy. The decision to frontload the use of the windfall and underspend was
requested by several boroughs although advice was given on the benefits of smoothing
over several years.

4.3

It is important to stress once more that ELWA continues to face enormous cost
pressures. Although the Authority has made some progress in limiting increases in
overall waste disposal costs and seeking increased diversion from landfill, there remains
a continuing impact of financial pressure as a result of annual increases in landfill tax,
contactor inflation and the need to reduce dependence on using reserves. None of these
appear to be ending in the short term which means that there is a continuing need to
explore all avenues to minimise levy increases to the constituent councils.

4.4

The IWMS contract continues to be the key element of the budget (95%). This in turn is
driven by tonnage levels and the costs relating to these across the constituent councils.
This budget assumes a reduction in tonnages for 2013/14, based on most up to date
actuals, and a 1% increase in tonnage levels thereafter. It is therefore vital that ELWA
continues to negotiate with the contractor to reduce costs or at the very least minimise
cost increases so as to mitigate levy increases.

4.5

The main factors and outcomes within this three year financial plan are as follows:
a) Contract cost inflation, tonnage levels increasing landfill taxes and the need to build
reserves in the medium term. As required in the IWMS, contract cost inflation has
been built into the projections. This is 80% of the Retail Price Index (RPIX) at the
previous October each year. This is 2.5% for 2013/14, and projected to be 1.8% for
2014/15 and 1.8% for 2015/16.
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b) Tonnages are assumed to increase from 425,000 tonnes in 2013/14 to approximately
435,000 tonnes in 2015/16 an approximate 1% annual growth. This data is from
ELWA technical officers and for 2013/14 reflects projected annual tonnages for
2012/13.
c) Landfill tax increases of £8 per tonne in each year up to 2014/15 have been
accommodated within these projections and Government has confirmed that increases
will continue at least until 2014/15. The financial projection for 2015/16 prudently
assumes another tax increase of £8 per tonne i.e. a total landfill tax liability of £88 per
tonne.
d) Projected levy increases are being dampened down through the use of reserves. By
31st March 2016 the PFI reserve will be fully utilised with the revenue reserve
standing at £3.5m. Without this significant use of reserves, the projected levy
increase for 2013/14 would be approximately 14.6%.
4.6

The Local Government Act 2003 lays down that the ‘Chief Finance Officer’ of the
Authority has the responsibility to report on the adequacy of the proposed financial
reserves. My view is that in setting the levy, there needs to be a balance between trying
to mitigate levy increases and maintaining an adequate level of reserves. ELWA is a
single function body and this gives it less flexibility to find savings elsewhere as ELWA
faces various risks from tonnage levels, new legislation and operational risks. This
budget strategy represents the minimum level of reserves that currently I deem to be
adequate given the risks and uncertainties faced by ELWA.

4.7

Given the above, Officers have sought to minimise sharp increases in the next two years.
Therefore, the level of levy increases within this plan are currently projected to be 6.5%,
3.6% and 11.2% in each of the three years 2013/14, 2014/15 and 2015/16 respectively.
This allows more time for ELWA Officers to look at new options to reduce costs in the
medium term.

4.8

It is important to note that this represents the average increase. The levy for each
constituent council will be based on updated tonnage figures and population numbers,
which are provided in time for the Levy report in February 2013.

4.9

It needs to be stressed once again these projected levy increases need to be considered
in the context of the overall financing of the public sector in which Councils are facing
significant reductions in Government funding. Future levy increases can only be reduced
if significant reductions in tonnages and/or an agreement to re-negotiate the contractual
costs of the IWMS contract take place.

5.

Background

General Budget Strategy
5.1

Members will be aware of the extremely difficult financial climate facing all constituent
councils. The Budget Strategy aims to explore all avenues of cost minimisation in order
to mitigate increases in the levy.

5.2

As part of this strategy, the Authority will seek new funding and new ways of working. It
will also continue to look at new ways to improve its waste minimisation and diversion
performance and review efficiencies and cost savings within the IWMS contract.

5.3

In terms of the levy, the Authority will seek to set a balanced and prudent budget, and to
keep any increase in the levy to the lowest possible level. The Authority will also seek to
manage the risks it faces through the maintenance of adequate and prudent level of
reserves.

5.4

In September 2010, Members considered a report on the methodologies for calculating
the levy. It was agreed at that time the current methodology was the preferred option.
It was agreed to wait until at least the 2013/14 Levy setting process to review the
methodology again. Due to continuing pressure on the levy itself and the possible impact
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on the split between the Boroughs of any major change, it is considered appropriate to
retain the existing methodology for this strategy.
6.

Revenue Budget Assumptions

Contractor Costs
6.1

The ELWA revenue budget has 3 general components; contractor costs, non-contractor
costs and income.

6.2

The cost of waste disposal under the contract with Shanks East London accounts for
approximately 95% of ELWA’s total gross expenditure. For 2013/14, the early indications
based on ELWA technical officer advice with input from the Constituent Councils and
based on 12/13 end of year projections, are a total ELWA tonnage figure of 425,000
tonnes. The Levy report to be presented in February 2013 will reflect the updated
Technical Officers’ reports from the constituent councils.

6.3

A reconciliation of Borough’s returns on waste levels/RRC tonnages with the ELWA
Technical Officer advise is:Budget Tonnes
12/13*
000’s

Budget Tonnes
13/14**
000’s

% Change

91

89

-2

Havering

110

113

+3

Newham

116

113

-3

Redbridge

110

110

0

427

425

-0.5

425

-1.2

Barking & Dagenham

Contingency
Total

3
430

*As per the 12/13 Levy Report
** Based on expected annual tonnage in 2012/13
***Excludes Newham tonnage relating to the Olympics
6.4

There will be Landfill Tax rises of £8 per annum for the next two years, and the
projections for 2013/14 and 2014/15 take these into account. Whilst there is currently
no certainty on what is intended for landfill taxation legislation from 2015/16 onwards,
given the ongoing pressures on public finances, a continuation of the increases in recent
years is assumed.

6.5

Members will recall that they agreed a report in September 2011 on the increased levels
of diversion of solid recovered fuel from landfill with the waste being diverted to Europe.
This proposal meant an improved diversion rate and for the 2012/13 Budget and Levy
setting report an overall diversion rate of 75% was assumed. For prudence this was
lower than the rate assumed in the Annual Budget and Service Delivery Plan. As part of
in year contract monitoring reports, Members have been advised reports that during
2012/13 predicted diversion levels have not been fully achieved. ELWA technical officers
advised at your last meeting that due to a change in the European SRF market, the
offtaker is diverting considerably less than originally predicted.
Consequently the
diversion rate is less than the 75% included in the budget. Also at your last meeting,
ELWA officers advised that Shanks were in discussion with new offtakers which, if
successful, would improve current diversion rates.

6.6

The advice from Shanks and Officers is that by the end of 2012/13 a 68-69% diversion
rate will be achieved and although options continue to be explored to improve diversion it
is considered prudent to assume therefore a 70% diversion rate in 2013/14. An improved
75% diversion rate has been assumed for 2014/15 and 2015/16.
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Non-Contractor Costs
6.7

Over the three year period, it is assumed that there will be no increase in the employees
and support services budgets as any inflationary pressures would have to be offset by
economies made in this area. Service Level Agreement charges are projected to be at
broadly the same level as in 2012/13.

6.8

The revenue maintenance costs of landfill sites are met from the non contractor costs
budget. Should these be sold then there will be a revenue saving in this budget.

Income
6.9

ELWA receives income from the Boroughs in respect of Commercial Waste tonnage. For
2012/13 this budget was reduced by approximately 9% compared to 2011/12. It is
proposed that given the large adjustment in 2012/13 and the impact of the increase in
landfill taxes, it is proposed to retain the budget at approximately the 2012/13 level.

6.10 There is also some other income, for example, investment income and trade waste
royalty income. Investment income is assumed to be at the same level over the 3 year
period. For 2013/14, based on ELWA Officer advice, royalty income can be maintained at
2012/13 levels as a result of Shanks securing a contract in respect of Bedfordshire’s
black bag waste. From 2013/14 onwards with the full impact of the Bedfordshire
contract, an additional £50,000 of royalty income has been assumed.
7.

Reserves Strategy

7.1

As part of the Levy Setting report in February 2012, it was agreed that the level of
available general reserves would be maintained at £5.0m from 2012/13 to 2014/15 and
that the PFI reserve would reduce from £3.0million to £2.25million over the same period.

7.2

As part of this three year financial strategy, at the end of 2015/16 there will be general
reserves (£3.5million) i.e. as illustrated in the table in 9.5. This is broadly a continuation
of the position I reported as part of the levy setting in February 2012. Further details
and the basis for the proposed level of reserves are provided in paragraph 8 for the PFI
reserve and paragraph 9 for the General Reserve.

8.

Reserves PFI - Assumptions

8.1

The PFI reserve exists to smooth the IWMS contract step price increases in the early
years of the contract. It was good financial practice and agreed ELWA policy that a
suitable level of PFI Contract Reserve be set aside in the years prior to such changes to
avoid large step increases in the levy for those years

8.2

Nevertheless and based also on ELWA technical officer advice, there will be no further
step increases in the cost of the contract, moreover as part of the contract ELWA will pay
less in diversion supplements from 2016/17 onwards. It should also be noted that the
change in the basis of the PRI grant (on an annuity basis) gives the Authority increased
funding in the short and medium term.

8.3

Consequently, it is proposed therefore to transfer a gross figure of £5.0million from PFI
reserves, which will result in estimated PFI reserves of £1.9million at 31st March 2014.
Because of the factors in 8.2 and with the risks assessed it is proposed that the reserve
is discontinued from the end of 2014/15.

8.4

As previously agreed by Members, ELWA’s Financial Projection and Budget Strategy must
take account of both the reducing value of the PFI credit in cash terms over 25 years and
the increases in contract costs.

9.

Reserves (Revenue) - Assumptions

9.1

The Authority has accepted in earlier years that a minimum level of normal operational
revenue balances should be set aside and the suggested approach is a risk-based one.
Reserves may also be needed to help implement new developments.
The Local
Government Act 2003 indeed requires Authority Chief Finance Officers to maintain an
adequate level of reserves.
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9.2

The risks are detailed in paragraph 13 but in summary these relate to tonnages being
higher and diversion lower than projected, a shortfall of commercial waste and royalty
income and the risk of any one off unexpected expenditure such as penalties.

9.3

This would allow the General Reserve to remain at £5million at the end of 2013/14
reducing to £3.5million by the end of 2015/16.

9.4

The Authority’s Auditors in their Annual Reports over recent years have commented
favourably on the Authority’s medium to long-term approach to financial planning. This
includes the need for the Authority to continue to monitor and agree the level of reserves
it holds.

9.5

The table below compares the end of year projections on reserves agreed in February
2012 as part of the levy setting arrangements with my proposals for this 3 year Financial
Strategy report.
This Financial Strategy
Report

2012/13 Levy Report
PFI £m

General
£m

2013/14

2.0

5.0

2014/15

2.3

5.0

2015/16
10.

PFI £m

General
£m

2013/14

1.9

5.0

2014/15

0

3.5

2015/16

0

3.5

Closure of Landfill Sites

10.1 The responsibility for, and maintenance of, four closed landfill sites continues to carry a
significant financial risk for ELWA including the cost of potential damage to third parties.
Currently maintenance operations are at relatively low cost but the nature of the sites
creates some financial uncertainty for the future. Members were advised of the updated
position at the last Authority meeting on 17th September 2012.
10.2 It is anticipated that there will be a capital receipt of approximately £500,000 in respect
of the sale of Aveley and there may be smaller receipts in respect of the other landfill
sites. Government regulations mean that such a receipt would have to be applied to the
capital reserve. There is an opportunity to use such a receipt to mitigate the levy
increase but this would mean that some revenue costs would need to be capitalised.
10.3 Members will be aware that there is a £400,000 capital reserve earmarked for future
costs at the Aveley site. Should the site be sold then there will no longer be a need for
this capital reserve. It is proposed that this reserve is written back to revenue once the
site is disposed of.
11.

Other Assumptions

11.1 These Financial Projections and Budget Strategy assume no income for the anticipated
surplus Landfill Allowances accruing to the Authority nor any penalties for any potential
deficit of Landfill Allowances for the years to 2013/14 to 2015/16.
12.

Determination of the Levy and Levy apportionment

12.1 The calculation of the levy is determined by the costs and income detailed in paragraph
6, the use of reserves as described in paragraphs 7 to 9 are other factors such as
additional income from revenue underspends and sales.
12.2 Based on the analysis in paragraphs 6 to 11 a levy increase of 6.5% in 2013/14 is
projected.
12.3 Key projections such as tonnages will need to be reviewed by ELWA officers to ensure
they are accurate before the 2013/14 levy report is presented.
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12.4 The reconciliation of the updated projected levy increase in 2013/14 with that projected
in the February 2012 levy report is detailed below.
Original projection
2013/14
(£m)

Updated projection
2013/14
(£m)

44.7

44.7

Contract cost inflation/ tonnages

0.7

0.7

Landfill taxes

1.7

1.7

One off receipts/Reduction in the use of
reserves

3.2

0.6

50.3

47.7

2012/13 levy

Projected 2012/13 levy

12.5 The table below summarises the draft financial plan for the next three years, highlighting
the expenditure budget requirements, the proposed levy increases and draw down of
reserves.
2013/14
£’000

2014/15
£’000

2015/16
£’000

Revenue Budget

55,308

56,780

58,896

Annual PFI Grant

(3,991)

(3,991)

(3,991)

3,991

3,991

3,991

55,308

56,780

58,896

Transfer from PFI Reserve

(5,000)

(5,935)

(3,991)

Transfer from General Reserve

(2,650)

(1,470)

-

(47,658)

(49,375)

(54,905)

6.5%

3.6%

11.2%

PFI Reserve

1,944

0

0

General Reserve

4,970

3,500

3,500

Summary Budget

Transfer to PFI Reserve
Sub Total
Financed By

Landfill Sales
Levy
Levy Increase over previous year
Year End Reserves

12.6 ELWA Members will understand the impact of its levy on the boroughs’ budgets and it is
important to keep any annual increases to a minimum subject to the continual need for
financial prudence and operational viability. These two pressures must be balanced and
Members must also take a three-year view on the budget strategy. It is likely that ELWA
will continue to face uncertainty in the future and financial pressures cannot be ruled out
for the remainder of the current year and for the 2013/14 to 2015/16 period that follows.
12.7 The table below shows the impact of the proposed average levy increases by borough,
based on the 2012/13 apportionment rate and based on current estimates of total waste
collected in these years. It is important to stress that these estimates are likely to
change when the February levy report is produced.
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2012/13
Actual
£’000

2013/14

2014/15

2015/16

£’000

£’000

£’000

8,507

9,059

9,387

10,438

Havering

10,956

11,669

12,089

13,443

Newham

13,293

14,158

14,668

16,309

Redbridge

11,993

12,772

13,231

14,715

Total

44,749

47,658

49,375

54,905

Boroughs - Levy
Barking & Dagenham

12.8 As the split between boroughs will change when further tonnage and population
information becomes available, work on the revised split for the levy report will be
delivered in conjunction with the Treasurers and Environment Directors of constituent
councils.
12.9 These Financial Projections and Budget Strategy highlight various complex issues facing
ELWA, which necessitates a prudent approach to its Projection and Strategy. Waste
management generally continues to be subject to many changes, a number of which are
beyond ELWA’s control. These Projections and Strategy have been prepared in
conjunction with, and are supported by all of the ELWA Directors.
12.10 When considering these Financial Projections and Budget Strategy, Members will need
to have regard to the Authority’s longer-term position and the level of its reserves over
the next few years.
12.11 The levy forecasts for 2014/15 to 2015/16 clearly can only be taken as an attempt to
provide the most helpful indication presently possible for planning purposes, together
with an explanation of some of the relevant factors concerned. However, a change in any
of a number of uncertain factors, for example landfill allowances legislation, waste
growth inflation assumptions and any new legislation could significantly impact on the
overall projections.
12.12 In summary the proposal is to finance the overall increased net costs by a combination
of levy increases of between 3.6% and 11.2% in the years 2013/14 to 2015/16 together
with utilising the PFI reserves and general reserves in order to smooth these levy
increases over the period.
13.

Risks

13.1 The setting of the levy and the determination of the level of reserves needs to take
account of the risks facing the Authority. These are detailed below.
a)

Waste volumes could increase, rather than decline/stabilise as assumed in these
figures. The extra cost is £0.4m per 1% increase in waste.

b)

Impact of the population increase and projections for the future.

c)

Retail Price Inflation at greater than RPIX (at 80%) in 2013/14 will increase these
costs. The extra costs are £0.4m per 1%.

d)

Landfill Tax increases of above £8 per tonne per annum will increase these costs.
Every £1 per tonne on landfill tax increases costs by £0.2m per annum. The position
after 2014/15 is unclear.

e)

New Regulations over waste, for example, the definitions of household waste, could
increase waste and therefore increase costs.

f)

Problems around contract delivery and / or the need to change the contract.
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g)

Risks of not achieving diversion rates. A 5% reduction in the diversion performance
leads to an extra cost of approximately £0.4m at current rates.

h)

An issue of concern for the future will be the pace of development of the Thames
Gateway

i)

The willingness of Constituent Councils to fund the ongoing increases in the ELWA
levy, particularly if these Councils continue to face budget reductions.

j)

A thorough review of the likelihood of risk will be built into the calculations of an
adequate reserve level and this will be presented in detail in the levy report to be
considered by Members in February 2013.

Next Steps

14.1 Early January 2013 – Tonnage figures updated based on information from ELWA and
borough officers. Council’s updated Band D figures.
14.2 Early February 2013 – Members consider the 2013/14 Revenue Budget and set the levy.
14.3 The table at 12.7 shows the impact of the increases by borough based on the 2012/13
apportionment rate. The split between boroughs will change when further tonnage and
population information becomes available.
15.

Conclusion

15.1 Waste Disposal has been, and continues to be, subject to much new legislation and
regulation. This has created uncertainty in waste flows and in costs. Whilst some risks
identified in earlier years have been reduced, many are still present. It is thus difficult to
project beyond three years and annual reviews are necessary
15.2 ELWA, by letting an IWMS contract and gaining PFI support has put itself in a good
position and is better placed to manage the future. This has been demonstrated by the
higher levels of levy increases in other Joint Waste Disposal Authorities. However this
comparatively positive performance only mitigates a challenging future environment. This
report sets out the projected financial pressures on ELWA, proposes a Strategy for the
use of reserves and suggests that the overall levy increase will be between 3.6% and
11.2% per annum for the next three years.
15.3 These increases are dampened due to the use of reserves as set out in this report.
Reserves in the three year plan remain at a level to deal with potential risks. Such
reductions allow the levy to be increased by a significantly smaller amount were such
reserves not utilised. In the longer term to achieve significant reductions changes to the
IWMS contract would need to be implemented. The Finance Director will continue
consulting with Borough Directors during the next couple of months regarding the details
of this Financial Projection and Budget Strategy. Detailed calculations of actual levy
increases will be considered at the February meeting of the Authority prior to the start of
the 2013/14 financial year.
15.4 However, it is the view of the Finance Director that this level of increase in the levy over
the three years will be extremely challenging for the four Constituent Councils in the
existing financial climate.
15.5 The Budget Strategy recommended in this report will need to be kept under review in the
light of any new circumstances.

16.

Relevant officer:

Geoff Pearce, Finance Director / e-mail finance@eastlondonwaste.gov.uk 020 8708 3588
17.

Appendices attached:

None
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Background Papers:

6th February 2012 – Revenue and Capital Estimates and Levy 2011/12. Report and Minute no.
2010/57.
19.

Legal Considerations:

None
20.

Financial Considerations:

As detailed in the Report.
21.

Performance Management Considerations:

As detailed in the Report.
22.

Risk Management Considerations:

As detailed in the Report
23.

Follow-up Reports:

Levy setting report February 2013
24.

Websites and e-mail links for further information:

None
25.

Glossary:

ABSDP = Annual Budget and Service Delivery Plan
ELWA = East London Waste Authority
IWMS = Integrated Waste Management Strategy
PFI = Private Finance Initiative
RPIX=Retail price index excluding mortgages
26.

Approved by Management Board

12 November 2012
27.

Confidentiality:

No
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CONTRACT MONITORING TO 30 SEPTEMBER 2012

1.

Confidential Report

1.1

No

2.

Recommendation:

2.1

Members are asked to note this report.

3.

Purpose

3.1

To provide an update on the monitoring, outcomes and actions taken with regards to the
management of the IWMS contract for the period to 31 September 2012.

4.

Contract Performance for September 2012

4.1

Contract waste tonnages were significantly below ABSDP projected tonnages for the first
time since April this year. The actual tonnage of contract waste in September was
35,049 tonnes compared to a forecast of 43,359 tonnes.

4.2

The recycling performance for September was 28%, this is 4% higher than forecast in
the ABSDP. At present there appears to be little effect on performance due to the
reduction in demand for recycled materials in the general markets.

4.3

As previously reported to Members the primary concern in contract performance remains
the diversion from landfill performance. Whilst continuing to be above contract targets
the performance for September at 37% (64% combined) is below expectations. The
reliance on European markets for SRF is the limiting factor however data from the
weighbridges for October shows that the new off takers in Europe have begun to receive
additional tonnage, although the full benefits could not be calculated at the time of this
report.

4.4

Further specific details of September
performance can be seen at Appendix A.

5.

Summary of First Half of Contract Year Performance

5.1

The table below provides a summary of the year to date recycling performance for each
of the constituent councils and a comparison for the same period last year.
Borough

performance,

2011/12

including

Borough

recycling

2012/13

LBBD

34.2%

29.8%

LBH

37.6%

35.4%

LBN

24.3%

20.3%

LBR

36.1%

33.2%

5.2

The table shows that there is a reduction in the recycling performance this current year,
this is primarily due to the compost like output from the BioMRFs having no market this
year as opposed to last year. This is evidenced in the contract recycling performance of
29.4% for the first six months of last year compared to 27.3% this current year.

5.3

The year to date diversion performance is 67.5%, this compares favourably against the
same period last year of 63.5% despite being lower than expected against the ABSDP.

5.4

Tonnage of contract waste year to date is lower than budget, currently 228,584 tonnes
has been delivered against a budget of 233,758 tonnes.

6.

Forecast of Year End Performance

6.1

Given the data we now have for the first six months it is possible to provide a forecast of
the likely outcomes of contract performance. Contract waste tonnage is a significant
driver on the Authorities costs and tonnages appear to be under the original budget
forecast. Controls put in place at the Reuse & Recycling Centres (RRCs) continue to be
effective in stabilising waste tonnages at the lower levels. Overall waste tonnages at the
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RRCs are down a further 10% compared to the same period last year. However,
Frizlands Lane showed an increase in waste for June, July and August, as did Gerpins
Lane and Chigwell Road in June and Jenkins Lane for July and August. Although these
are relatively small tonnage increases further analysis and monitoring will need to put
into place to ensure that controls remain robust and are enforced. The current forecast
for year end tonnages is 429k against a budget of c.437k tonnes.
6.2

The ABSDP diversion from landfill performance is 78%, our forecast is currently a year
end performance of 64% (a reduction on current performance reflecting the anticipated
drop in recycling performance as outlined in 6.3 below), however, this forecast does not
take into account the new offtakers for SRF which began to be supplied in October, so it
is likely that this forecast will be revised upwards when more data is available. It should
be noted that for financial budgets a lower percentage of diversion was used as the
ABSDP performance was based around new markets and new technology. This prudent
approach appears to be justified given the revised forecast in performance.

6.3

As the main organic season is now over it is likely that a reduction in the current
recycling performance will occur as in previous years, the forecast for year end
performance is 25.7%, this is directly in line with the expectations in the ABSDP.

7.

Relevant officer:

Mark Ash, Head of Operations / e-mail: mark.ash@eastlondonwaste.gov.uk / 020 8724 5614
8.

Appendices attached:

8.1

Appendix A – Contract Performance Monthly Update September 2012

9.

Background Papers:

9.1

None

10.

Legal Considerations:

11.

The Legal Adviser has been consulted in the preparation of this report and confirms there
are no legal implications to highlight.

12.

Financial Considerations:

12.1 Tonnage levels and landfill tax liabilities continue to be the main drivers of cost within the
IWMS contract. Reduced tonnages therefore have led to a financial saving for the
Authority in this period. However, diversion performance is lower than the level
anticipated when setting the 2012/13 budget. For every 1% below expected
performance, there is a cost pressure of £80,000. This issue is included within the
Budgetary Control Report presented elsewhere on your agenda.
13.

Performance management considerations:

13.1 The report contains the latest contract performance information.
14.

Risk management considerations:

14.1 None
15.

Equalities considerations:

15.1 None
16.

Follow-up reports:

16.1 None
17.

Websites and e-mail links for further information:

17.1 None
18.

Glossary

ABSDP = Annual Budget & Service Delivery Plan
BioMRF = Biological Materials Recycling Facility
CLO = Compost Like Output
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ELWA = East London Waste Authority
IWMS = Integrated Waste Management Strategy
LBBD = London Borough of Barking & Dagenham
LBH = London Borough of Havering
LBN = London Borough of Newham
LBR = London Borough of Redbridge
NI192 = National Indicator (Household Waste Recycled or Composted)
RRCs = Reuse & Recycling Centre(s)
SRF = Solid Recovered Fuel
19.

Approved by management board

12 November 2012
20.

Confidentiality:

20.1 Not applicable
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% NI 192 [Recycling Performance]

These figures are
pre any Borough
adjustments

45.0%
40.0%
35.0%

Barking &
Dagenham

30.0%

Havering

25.0%
Newham

20.0%
15.0%

Redbridge

10.0%
ELWA

5.0%
0.0%
Average
11-12

April

Barking & Dagenham
Havering
Newham
Redbridge
ELWA

May

Jun

September Data
27.6%
38.0%
22.9%
32.1%
30.1%

Jul

Aug

11-12 average
29.9%
35.4%
22.7%
32.4%
30.1%

Sep

Recycling Performance above is
calculated using household waste
figures only
This is not the same as Contract
Performance

Contract Recycling and Diversion Performance
90.0%
80.0%
70.0%

11- 12 Actual Diversion
Performance

60.0%

12 - 13 ABSDP Diversion
Performance

50.0%

12- 13 Actual Diversion
Performance

40.0%

11- 12 Actual Recycling
Performance

30.0%

12 - 13 ABSDP Recycling
Performance

20.0%
10.0%

12 - 13 Actual Recycling
Performance

0.0%
Apr May Jun
•
•

Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar

Recycling performance for the month is greater than ABSDP predictions. A small amount of the compost
like material from the BioMRFs is now being composted.
Diversion performance is above contracted levels but is considerably below the ABSDP forecast. This is
due to a lower tonnage of SRF being exported to Holland than expected. Shanks are working on
alternative outlets for this material and anticipate export levels will increase during October.
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Tonnages
45000
40000
35000
30000
25000
20000

Recycling

15000

Diversion

10000

Landfill

5000

Apr

May

Landfill
Diversion
Recycling
Contract waste

Jun

Revised
ABSDP (T)
9,318.20
23,795.36
10,245.08
43,359

Jul

Aug

September Actual
(T)
12,486.36
12,876.88
9,686.09
35,049.33

Actual

ABSDP

Actual

ABSDP

Actual

ABSDP

Actual

ABSDP

Actual

ABSDP

Actual

ABSDP

0

Sep

ABSDP

September
Actual

21%
55%
24%

36%
37%
28%
-19%

For the first time since April the tonnages of waste for the month were significantly below the levels forecast in the ABSDP.
This could be the realignment of tonnages after the Olympics and the end of the main organic growing season. Waste
tonnages are now in line with budget forecast.

Millions

Monthly Cost
60
50
40
30

Actual
ABSDP

20
10
0
April May Jun

Jul

Aug Sep

Oct

Nov Dec

September Data
Budget
Actual

£ 4,860,761
£ 4,417,984

Jan

Feb Mar

Year to Date
£
£

27,722,369
27,628,635
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REVIEW OF THE ELWA CORPORATE RISK REGISTER

1.

Confidential Report

1.1

No

2.

Recommendation:

2.1

Members are asked to note the revised corporate risk register.

3.

Purpose

3.1

To report on the review of the corporate risk register and highlight the current risk profile
of the authority.

4.

Background

4.1

Risk management is central to good governance and the effective strategic management
of ELWA. It is a structured, consistent and continuous process for identifying, assessing,
deciding on responses to and reporting on opportunities and threats that affect the
achievement of our objectives.

4.2

A key element of the authority’s approach to risk management is the corporate risk
register. The register includes the following:
a) The authority’s objectives and targets.
b) The risk assessment criteria.
c) Details of the strategic and operational risks faced by the authority.
d) A summary of the results of the risk assessment.

4.3

The managing director is responsible for ensuring the corporate risk register is up-todate to help inform strategic and operational decisions. To this end, the register was
reviewed by ELWA officers and was updated.

5.

Current Position

5.1

The complete corporate risk register can be found at Appendix A.

Corporate risk register format
5.2

The format of the corporate risk register is designed to show assessed risks and the
impact of existing controls and other mitigation factors. The register shows a clear
progression:
a) Identification of risks.
b) Scored assessment of the likelihood and impact of the risks materialising.
c) Details of the existing controls and mitigation factors to reduce the likelihood and
impact of the risks.
d) A revised scored assessment of the risks in light of the existing controls and mitigation
factors.
e) Further actions required to mitigate the residual risks.

Risk matrix - assessment criteria and scoring
5.3

The risk assessment criteria combine to create a matrix for scoring the likelihood and
impact of the risks materialising. The likelihood aspect is considered in terms of the
percentage chance of a risk materialising. The impact aspect is considered in terms of
the financial costs, service disruption levels and reputational consequences in the event a
risk materialises.

5.4

Each aspect is scored from 1 to 4, giving a range of risk assessment scores of 1 to 16.
The risk assessment results in risks categorised as low (1-3), medium (4-6) or high (816).

Risk categories
5.5

Risk can be categorized in many different ways and the authority identifies two types of
risk:
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a) Strategic risks - risks affecting the medium to long term aims and objectives of the
authority (including political, financial, technological, legislative, performance,
partnership and environmental factors).
b) Operational risks- risks encountered in the course of the day to day running of
services (including professional, legal, financial and contractual matters).
5.6

It should be noted that these categories are not mutually exclusive. The purpose of
categorising risk is to ensure that risk is considered across a broad range of issues.

Strategic risks
5.7

Officers identified and assessed twelve strategic risks and the existing controls and
mitigation factors and concluded:
a) Six to be low risk.
b) Five to be medium risk: S1 Corporate divisions and disagreements; S2 Breakdown of
relationship with contractor; S7 New statutory requirements; S8 Contract no longer
affordable; and S12 Failure to deliver improved levels of contractual performance.
c) One to be high risk: S11 Viability of Aveley Methane Ltd.

5.8

Further actions to mitigate the medium and high risks have been identified and are
included on the register. It should be noted that whilst most of the further actions are
the responsibility of the authority, the development and implementation of an effective
waste minimisation strategy relies significantly upon the work of the constituent councils.

Operational risks
5.9

Officers identified and assessed sixteen operational risks and the existing controls and
mitigation factors and concluded:
a) Eleven to be low risk.
b) Five to be medium risk: O3 Trespass on closed landfill site leading to death / serious
injury; O6 Major failure of contractor's technology e.g. shakers / pushers / Screens /
Conveyors; O7 Extreme weather conditions e.g. heavy snow, flood; O10 Increased
risk of enforcement notice due to failure to comply with regulations; and O14 Poor
performance of collecting authorities.
c) None to be high risk.

6.

Conclusion

6.1

The review of the corporate risk register has highlighted the key risks faced by the
authority and the actions required to further limit the likelihood and impact of those
risks. Whilst the formal review of the register is undertaken annually, it is amended as
and when changes in the authority’s risk profile are identified.

6.2

The currently assessed high strategic risk is well known to the authority and officers are
continuing to negotiate with potential purchasers of the Aveley closed landfill site, which
will resolve the risk around the viability of Aveley Methane Ltd.

7.

Relevant officer:

Paul Taylor, Managing Director / paul.taylor@eastlondonwaste.gov.uk / 020 8270 4965 /
07875 993657
8.

Appendices attached:

Appendix A: Corporate Risk Register
9.

Background Papers:

None
10.

Legal Considerations:

10.1 The Legal Adviser has been consulted in the preparation of this report and confirms there
are no legal implications to highlight.
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11.

Agenda Item 11

Financial Considerations:

11.1 The report summarises the outcomes of the annual review of the Authority’s risk register.
Some of the risks identified in the corporate risk register have a significant financial
impact upon the Authority such as the affordability of the IWMS contract and the failure
to deliver improved levels of contractual performance.
11.2 Therefore, the regular review of the Authority risk register, as well as the actions that
have been put in place to mitigate against these risks, are an important control
mechanism in reducing the Authority’s exposure to financial risk and loss
11.3 Elsewhere on your agenda, the Authority’s 3 year budget strategy report outlines the
sufficient level of reserves that should be held. This exercise has been undertaken via an
analysis of the risk factors facing the Authority.
12.

Performance Management Considerations:

The corporate risk register is one of the tools used to identify performance management
issues.
13.

Risk Management Considerations:

The corporate risk register is a key element of the authority’s risk management strategy.
14.

Follow-up Reports:

No.
15.

Websites and e-mail links for further information:

None.
16.

Glossary:

Risk - The ISO 31000 (2009) /ISO Guide 73 definition of risk is the 'effect of uncertainty on
objectives'. In this definition, uncertainties include events (which may or not happen) and
uncertainties caused by a lack of information or ambiguity. This definition also includes both
negative and positive impacts on objectives.
Residual risk – The risk exposure after internal controls and other mitigating factors have been
taken into account.
17.

Confidentiality:

No
18.

Approved by management board:

12 November 2012
19.

Confidentiality:

Not Applicable
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Review of Coporate Risk Register - Objectives & Targets
Our vision is:
“To provide an effective and efficient waste management service that is environmentally acceptable and
Our objectives are to:
Provide reliable and achievable services in terms of managing and disposing of the waste
Provide services that are environmentally and economically sustainable in terms of:
- Encouraging waste minimisation initiatives
- Seeking to maximise waste recycling and composting opportunities potentially supported by energy recovery
- Meeting national recycling and recovery targets whilst recognising regional waste strategies
- Complying with legislation on waste management
-Contributing to local economic development
Help promote the most cost effective delivery of services
Ensure that the services shall be sufficiently diverse and flexible and not dependent upon a single method of
Reduce biodegradable waste landfilled in order to meet the requirements of the Waste and Emissions Trading
Our joint targets are to:
Stabilise or reduce the level of waste landfilled to below 515 kg per year per head of population
Achieve, and where possible exceed, statutory recycling and composting standards:
- Recycle or compost 27% of our municipal waste from April 2012 and 30% from April 2015
- Divert from landfill 45% of waste from April 2012 and 67% from April 2015
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Review of Corporate Risk Register - Risk Assessment Criteria
Likelihood of Risk
Materialising
Likelihood
Assessment

Unlikely (0% - 5%)

Possible (6% - 35%)

Probable (36% - 75%) Likely (76% - 100%)

1

2

3

4

Impact of Risk
Materialising
Cost
Service

Minimal

Moderate

Critical

Calamitous

<£50k
Minor disruption

Reputation

Isolated complaints

Impact Assessment

1

£50k - £2m
Service disruption
Adverse local media
coverage
2

£2m - £5m
Significant disruption
Adverse national media
coverage
3

>£5m
Total service loss
Ministerial
intervention
4
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Likelihood

Review of Corporate Risk Register - Summary Results
Net Strategic Risks

Likely

4

S11

Probable

3

S8

Possible

2

S2, S7, S12

Unlikely

1

S3, S6, S10

S4, S5, S9

S1

1

2

3

4

Minimal

Moderate

Critical

Calamitous

Impact

Likelihood

Net Operational Risks
Likely

4

Probable

3

Possible

2

Unlikely

1

O5, O8 O11, O3, O6, O7,
O12, O16
O10, O14

O1, O13

O2, O4, O9,
O15

1

2

3

4

Minimal

Moderate

Critical

Calamitous

Impact
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Review of Corporate Risk Register - Strategic Risks

No.

Gross Risk
Assessment

Description of Risk & Sub-risks
L

S1 Corporate divisions and disagreements
Delayed decision making
Uncertainty over way forward
Failure to agree levy
Long term future of partnership in doubt
S2 Breakdown of relationship with contractor
Non co-operation by Contractor
Problems not resolved
Performance suffers
Eventual failure of PFI contract
S3 Major Service failure by ELWA Ltd
Re-tender costs for ELWA
Adverse media attention
Massive threat to services

S4 Termination of IWMS contract
Re-tender costs for ELWA Ltd
Adverse media attention
Disruption of services

S5 Failure to effectively manage waste in accordance with regulations
Site closures
Waste not dealt with
Fines
Adverse media attention
S6 Pollution event on a closed landfill site
Clear-up costs
Scrutiny of techniques used
Adverse media attention
Local resident concerns
H&S Event
Financial penalties by EA
Prosecution
On-site remediation
S7 New statutory requirements
New investment required.
Change in contract negotiated.
S8 Contract no longer affordable
Unavoidable contract cost increases (Inflation, landfill, landfill tax)
Increased household waste tonnages

2

2

1

1

2

I

4

3

2

4

3

8

6

2

4

6

3

6

2

2

4

3

12

Contractor underperformance
S9 Insufficient financial reserves to meet unforeseen circumstances
Progress is limited by lack of resources
Subsequent levy increases are unpredictable
2

S10 Loss of key staff / lack of succession planning
Authority fails to meet statutory requirements
Lack of knowledge and experience in monitoring the PFI contract
Loss of strategic direction
S11 Viability of Aveley Methane Ltd
AML ceases trading - loss of income or removal of losses liability
Landfill gas requires managing
Additional management responsibilities
S12 Failure to deliver improved levels of contractual performance
Failure to meet landfill diversion targets
Poor perception of Authority
Increased landfill costs

1

4

2

3

2

2

2

Controls and Mitigation

Total

2

4

Net Risk
Assessment

6

2

8

4

L
Constitution
Joint Waste Management Strategy
Open dialogue at all levels within Boroughs
IWMS Service Delivery Plans
Financial strategy & budget planning
Contractual provisions & penalties/incentives
Role of ELWA Ltd to resolve
Dispute Resolution Procedures in Contract
IWMS Service Delivery Plans
Introduction of 80% shareholder (J Laing Investments)
Representation on ELWA Ltd board.
Contract monitoring
Intervention by the funders
Service Delivery Plans include contingency arrangements
Performance reward and penalty regime
Parent company guarantee
Provisions in IWMS Contract
Monitor press reports
Review financial results and accounts
ELWA Ltd contingency plans
Parent company guarantees
ELWA files of licences and operation manuals
Contractual requirements
Contract Monitoring arrangements, including sub-contractors
Maintain high level of national involvement and expertise
Performance reward and penalty regime
Contractor contingency plans
Change of law provisions in IWMS Contract
Site engineering pre 1990
Risk assessments in 2005
Inspection by on-site staff
Insurance cover
Bi Annual testing since 2005

I

Further Actions to Reduce Risk

Total
Waste minimisation strategy

1

4

1

1

1

2

2

3

3

Managing Director &
ELWA Ltd A
Director

Y

Managing Director &
ELWA Ltd A
Director

Y

Managing Director

Y

Managing Director &
Head of Operations

N

Head of Operations

N

Managing Director

N

Management Board

N

Finance Director

N

Managing Director

Sale of Aveley closed landfill site

N

Managing Director

31/03/2013

Negotiate around the impact of commercial waste on ELWA's performance
Engage with contractor to identify performance improvement measures

N

Managing Director

31/03/2013
31/12/2013

4

2

3
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2

2

2

2

4
Engage with contractor to identify savings
Waste minimisation strategy

1

1

4

2

2

3

2

2

2

31/12/2013

3

1

3

Date
31/03/2013

Y

Sale of closed landfill sites

Maintain high level of national involvement and expertise
Contingency plans
Change of law provisions in IWMS Contract
Medium Term financial strategy.
Annual levy calculation
Cost reduction strategies
IWMS Service Delivery Plans
PFI credits
Maintain reserves at adequate level.
Medium Term financial strategy.
Risk Management strategy.
Treasury management regime
Annual levy calculation
Maintain reserves at adequate level.
Keep insurances under review.
Awareness of potential new regulations.
Approved staffing establishment
Succession planning
Shared knowledge within team
Performance management/appraisal regime
AML Board meetings.
Review financial results and accounts.
Contingency plans
Use of advisors
Medium and long term strategy planning with contractor.
IWMS Service Delivery Plans
Side agreement to contract for increased diversion of coarse SRF to EfW markets

Actions
addressed by

4

Build more effective working relationships
Strengthen role of ELWA Ltd A Director
2

Business
Continuity
Risk Owner
Risk
Y/N
N
Management Board

31/12/2013
31/03/2013

6

3

2

8

4
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Review of Corporate Risk Register - Operational Risks

No.

Description of Risk & Sub-risks

Gross Risk
Assessment
L

O1 Loss of accommodation and documents contained within
Unable to access important documents
Loss of critical data
Monitoring and reporting are weakened
O2 Closure of public waste disposal site
Unable to receive waste from public
Potential for fly tipping near the site
Adverse local media attention
Poor perception of the Authority
O3 Trespass on closed landfill site leading to death / serious injury
HSE / Police investigation
Adverse national media attention
ELWA security provisions called into question
O4 Closure of a key waste facility
Service to Boroughs disrupted
Significant costs if a long period.
O5 Major Health & Safety event at a waste site or at office
HSE / Police investigation
ELWA Ltd safety provisions called into question
Disruption to admin
O6 Major failure of contractor's technology e.g. shakers / pushers / Screens / Conveyors
Performance is poor
Viability of contract is in doubt
O7 Service failure due to extreme weather conditions e.g. heavy snow, flood
Failure to transfer waste to landfill sites
Backlog of waste
High cost of clearance
O8 Discovery of hazardous substances
Suspension of activities
Cost of removal and treatment of substances
O9 Failure to meet stakeholder expectations
Criticism of ELWA and ELWA Ltd
Reputations damaged
Customer complaints
O10 Increased risk of enforcement notice due to failure to comply with regulations
Contractor's costs increase
Indicator of that viability of contract is in doubt
O11 Lone working (both office and site)
Personal attack on a member of staff
Personal injury/incapacity not discovered
O12 Operational incidents on landfill site e.g. leachate overflow
High cost of remediation and correction
Adverse media attention

O13 Fraudulent activity (both in terms of the contract and internal)
Termination of contract if contractor
Criticism by Government / District Audit
Service performance jeopardised
O14 Poor performance of collecting authorities
Failure to meet Borough recycling targets.
Failure to meet ELWA Pooled/Contractual Targets
Failure to meet waste minimisation strategy targets
O15 Insufficient waste produced to meet contract minimums
Cost per tonne increases - inefficiencies arise
O16 Waste increases above budgetary assumptions
Costs increase pro rata to waste increase

1

2

I

2

2

Total

2

4

2

3

6

2

3

6

2

2

4

2

3

6

2

2

4

2

1

2

2

2

4

3

2

6

2

1

2

2

2

2

2

4

4

2

2

4

1

2

2

2

2

Controls and Mitigation

4

Net Risk
Assessment
L

Landlord responsibilities for accommodation.
Daily IT backup by LBBD
Key contractual documents held elsewhere (Wragge & Redbridge).
IT link up for home-working or hot desking within LBBD.
Insurance
Contractual performance requirements.
Penalty regime on contractor.
Alternative sites if one closes

Quarterly review of site security.
Appropriate signage
Insurance cover.
Contractor contingency plans.
Penalty regime on contractor.
ELWA Ltd Insurances
Contractual requirements.
Contract Monitoring
Landlord requirements.
Penalty regime on contractor.
Contractor Health and Safety procedures monitored.
Contractor's risk management regime
Penalty regime on contractor.
ELWA Ltd insurance cover.
Contractual service requirements.
Contractor contingency plans.
Borough diversions
Contractual service requirements.
Specific contractor arrangements for hazardous waste.
Contingency plans.
Maintain dialogue with stakeholders.
Consultation on strategies.
Proactive public relations.
Further review strategies and service delivery plans.
Contractor's risk management regime
Contract and contract monitoring
Penalty regime on contractor.
Risk assessments.
Security arrangements at Harvey House.
Working practices and communication equipment on sites.
Site engineering pre 1990.
Risk assessments in 2005
Bi-annual testing of gas equipment.
Inspection by on-site staff.
Insurance re: sudden events
Authority's' anti fraud and corruption strategy.
Contractual provisions on corrupt gifts and fraud.
Insurance.
Internal and external audit.
Requirements upon collection authorities in IWMS Contract.
Annual Service Delivery Planning by partners.
Monthly provision of information by contractor.
Meetings of Board and Directors of Environment.
Public & stakeholder pressure on collection authorities to improve
Specific arrangements IWMS Contract re minimum tonnages.
Service Delivery Planning with Boroughs and Contractor.
Contractual requirements to mitigate costs.
Service Delivery Plans
Budgetary Control, including availability of reserves
Waste minimisation
National Legislation on producer responsibility
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I

Further Actions to Reduce Risk

Total

Business
Continuity
Risk
Y/N

Risk Owner

Actions to be
addressed by
Date

Office Manager
1

1

1

Y

Head of Operations
1

2

Y

2

Sale of sites

Head of Operations

2

2

4

N

1

2

2

Y

31/03/2013

Head of Operations

Head of Operations &
Office Manager
2

1

2

2

2

4

Y

Limited additional controls on the part of ELWA

Head of Operations
Y

Limited additional controls on the part of ELWA

Head of Operations

2

2

4

Y

2

1

2

Y

Managing Director

Negotiate around the impact of commercial waste
on ELWA's performance

Managing Director

1

2

2

N

2

2

4

N

2

1

2

N

Limited additional controls on the part of ELWA

Managing Director

Managing Director

Head of Operations
2

1

2

N

Finance Director
1

1

1

N
Limited additional controls on the part of ELWA

Managing Director

2

2

4

N

1

2

2

N

Managing Director

Head of Operations
2

1

2

N

31/03/2013

By virtue of paragraph(s) 3 of Part 1 of
Schedule 12Aof the Local Government Act 1972

THE FOLLOWING DOCUMENTS ARE RESTRICTED

